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Dear Peace Corps Volunteer in Uzbekistan:

This Uzbek language text is a very important tool for
properly preparing Peace Corps Volunteers for service in
Uzbekistan. Your time of service in Uzbekistan will be
of great benefit to the people of that historic land.

Knowing the language is of course a key element in our
programs everywhere and I hope that you keep this text
with you for quick and easy reference at all times. This
text is designed to put you at ease in the Uzbek culture
by making you quickly conversant with most day-to-day
situations you are apt to encounter during your tour in
Uzbekistan.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank each of
you for your service to the Peace Corps, the people of
Uzbekistan and the people of the United States. Your
commitment to volunteerism is truly appreciated.

Sincerely,

Elaine L. Chao
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Preface

This book is intended to be used in a competency-based language
training program. A competency-based approach to language training is
one which focuses on the specific tasks that learners will need to
accomplish through language. This approach focuses not only on language,
but also on the cultural context and purpose of the communication. Some
competencies are closely tied to work tasks, such as reporting an absence,
explaining a procedure, or making an appointment with a supervisor.
Others reflect basic survival needs like buying food, handling emergencies,
and using local transportation. Still other competencies are part of
ordinary social transactions, such as discussing home and family,
requesting clarification, or expressing likes and dislikes. The competencies
included in this book are those which we anticipate Peace Corps Volunteers
will need most during their initial months in the country.

The competency-based approach is particularly well-suited to adult
learners, who bring many advantages to the language classroom. First,
they are experienced learners whose cognitive skills are fully developed.
This means they can make generalizations, understand semantic and
syntactic relationships and integrate the new language into their already
developed first language. Second, adult learners are self-directed and
independent. They have strong feelings about how and what they need to
learn, and they take responsibility for that learning. Finally, adult
learnersespecially Peace Corps Volunteersare highly motivated. They
understand the importance of being able to communicate in the new
language in this new endeavor they have undertaken.

The competency-based approach takes advantage of these strengths that
adults have as language learners. First, it is designed to be relevant.
Because lessons are based directly on the needs of the learner, there
should be no doubt as to their usefulness. Those which are not relevant
should be omitted, and any essential competencies which have been
overlooked should be added. (It is expected that further needs
assessments will be conducted in order to plan revisions to this text).
Second, basing instruction on competencies means that goals are clear and
concrete. The learners know what success will look like from the start and
can assess their own progress toward mastery of the competencies. Third,
competency-based language programs are flexible in terms of time,
learning style, and instructional techniques. There is no need to linger
over a lesson once mastery of a competency has been demonstrated and,
within program constraints, extra time can be devoted to more difficult
competencies. Lessons canand shouldbe taught through a variety of
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techniques, since different learners benefit from different kinds of
'',,nroneine 4n4 is "/W"'6 room for experirneildng with acw
methods, combining them with more familiar ones.

It is hoped that, with the help of trained Peace Corps 1:_mguagc. ii.dwactr)rs,
this book will provide the basis for interesting, relevant language
instruction which will enable new Peace Corps Volunteers to function
effectively in their new surroundings and to begin the process of
continuing their language learning throughout their time of service.

6
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Authors' Preface

This manual of the standard Uzbek ianguage is intende' tc tacilitate
the acquisition of basic language skills that Peace Corps volunteers
will need to enrich their tour in the Republic of Uzbekistan.
Conceivably, its materials may be used in conjunction with a
textbook for teaching Uzbek at the university level.

Professors Ismatulla and Clark of the Department of Uralic and
Altaic Studies at Indiana University collaborated on and share
responsibility for both the Uzbek and the English portions of the
text. At the same tima the authors wish to acknowledge their
gratitude for the assistance of the following individuals.

This project benefitted greatly from the assistance of David Tyson,
a graduate student in this Department. His adaptation of the special
Cyrillic font and his processing of the text eased the task
considerably. Thanks to his experience in Central Asia and his
command of the Uzbek language, Mr. Tyson could contribute numerous
valuable suggestions that improved this manual.

Professor William Fierman of this Department drew on his wide-
ranging knowledge of the Uzbek language and people to enhance the
cultural notes authored by Professor Ismatulla.

Project consultant Ms. Nancy Clair clarified the principles of the
competency-based approach, combed the text for "competency," and
displayed great patience and humor throughout the project.

The authors are aware that this first competency-based manual of
Uzbek contains imperfections, but they remind their readers:

Ofiza Nam zor 6op,

'Even the moon has flaws.'
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A Brief Introduction to the Uzbek Language

Uzbek is a member of the Turkic language family. Speakers of these
languages number approximately 150 million and range from the
Tuvas of Siberia and Uygurs of China through the Kazaks and Kirgiz
of Central Asia to the Tatars of Europe and Turks and Azeris of the
Near East. While all the Turkic languages share a common structure
and basic vocabulary, many (for example, Chuvash and Yakut) are not
mutually intelligible. However, most Uzbeks and Uygurs are able to
converse freely with one another because their ancestors adopted
the same local Turkic dialects spoken in urban areas of Central Asia.

Standard Uzbek conforms to those urban dialects without being
exactly the same as any one of them. It incorporates several
elements borrowed from local Persian dialects. This influence is
most apparent in the vowel system and in the large number of words
borrowed from Persian and Arabic. Standard Uzbek also reflects a
heritage from the classical language in Arabic script called
Chagatay or Central Asian Turki, which was used by Muslim Turks
until the early 20tn century. The period of Soviet rule also left its
stamp on the standard literary language.

Standard literary Uzbek has been written in a modified Cyrillic
alphabet for over 50 years. From 1929 to 1940, Uzbeks used a Latin
alphabet. There are a number of dialects spoken in Uzbekistan, some
of them rather different from the standard language.

11
v
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Introduction

l ne current Uzbek alphabet accurately represents most of the sounds
of the speech of educated Uzbeks. It contains 33 letteis and two
signs in the following alphabetic order: A a, B 6, B a, F r, g

e, E e, :rit at, 3 3, Trri 1,41 it Y., 31 41, ,H 0 0, n El, P p,
C c, T T, Y y, cl), X x, u, Ill B E., 3 3, 10 10,

Vowels

The six vowels of Uzbek are represented by the following letters:

a Pronounced as English a in the word 'bat.'

3, e As English e in the word 'yes.' The letter 3 is written at the
beginning of a word for this sound, while the letter e is used
elsewhere in a word.

x As English i in the word 'it.'

o As English o in the word 'hot.'

y As English oo in the word 'root.'

5 As English o in the word 'row,' but without the 'w' sound.

Consonants

Uzbek consonants are represented by the following letters:

As English p in the word 'pick,' but without aspiration (the 'h'
sound) after p.

T As English t in the word 'top,' but without aspiration.

x As English k in the word 'keep,' but without aspiration.

6 As English b in the word 'book.'

As English d in the word 'door.'

vi
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Introduction

r At; English g in the word 'good.'

English does not have an equivalent sound. lc is pronounced
similarly to the c in 'cost,' but farther back in the mouth.

As English m in the word 'moon.'

As English n in the word 'new.'

Hr These two letters are pronounced as one sound, exactly as
English ng in the word 'singing.'

As English I in the word 'look.'

As English r in the word 'thrill.'

c As English s in the word 'see.'

3 As English z in the word 'zoo.'

m As English sh in the word 'show.'

As English ch in the word 'child.'

xd As English j in the word 'just' in Uzbek words, but as English s
in the word 'measure' in Russian and international words.

x English does not have an equivalent sound. This sound is
exactly that of the German pronunciation of ch in a word like
'Bach.'

English does not have an equivalent sound. F' is close to
English gh in the word 'yoghurt.' It is similar to the sound
but is pronounced with the quality of voicing.

As English h in the word 'help.'

cl) As English f in the word 'few.'

As English w in the word 'want' in Uzbek words, but as English
v in the word 'very' in Russian and international words.

vii 13
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Introduction

ft As English y in the word 'you.'

As English ya in the word 'yankee.'

e As Engiish ye in the word 'yes,' but only when this letter
appears at the beginning or a word. Within a word, the letter e
is pronounced as English e in the word 'less.'

e As English yo in the word 'beyond.'

As English you in the word 'youth.'

In Uzbek words, after a vowel this letter indicates that the
vowel is long: paa,Ho /raano/. After a consonant it indicates
that the consonant is followed by a brief breath or no sound:
cairLaT /san#at/. It is also used to indicate that a
consonant does not have a palatal or 'y' quality in Russian
words.

11 This sign and this letter are used only to write Russian and
international words. b is used to indicate that a consonant has
a palatal or 'y' quality in Russian words, and ii is pronounced
as English is in the word 'bats' in Russian words.

Two letters and one sign are pronounced one way in Uzbek words, and
another way in Russian and international words. These letters are
H.c and B the sign is 'b

One series of letters and their sound correspondences may be
difficult for the beginner. These letters involve the sounds y plus
any of the six vowels:

H (English ya in 'yankee') 6 (English yo in 'beyond')

e (English ye in 'yes') to (English you in 'youth')

$H (English yea in 'year') 3115 (English you in 'your')

Individual sounds without exact equivalents in English also may
present difficulties for the beginner, especially the consonants
x, and F. The vowels are pronounced as single sounds and never as
diphthongs or two vowels as in English.

viiii4
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Introduction

Beginners should take carp to distinguish certain lettprs whose
shapes are very similar, but whose sounds are not: r and F, H and g,
and x and c.

NOMINAL AND VERBAL WORDS

There are two main types of words in Uzbek: nominals and verbals.
Nominals are those words which are equivalent to English nouns and
adjectives, or which have a noun-like character; for example, Kopa,
'black' and 113 'eye.'

In Uzbek, nominals include classes of words that in English are
called nouns, pronouns, adjectives, and some adverbs. An Uzbek
"noun" may be equivalent to an English adjective or noun:

Kopa HpnapHm 'My black eyes...'

1{5,3napHm Kopa. 'My eyes are black.'

'ferbals are those words which are equivalent to English verbs and
some adverbs; for example, Henmog 'to come' (infinitive) and 65rnH6
'as, being' (gerund).

In addition, there are a small number of particles, conjunctions, and
similar words which do not take suffixes; for example riyH 'for' and
Ba 'and.'

The last syllable of an Uzbek word receives the stress. However,
certain endings and particles at the end of words are not stressed.

SUFFIXATION

The lexical meanings and grammatical functions of Uzbek words are
indicated primarily by adding elements called suffixes to the ends of
the words. This process of suffixation (also called agglutination) is
regular and clear in the sense that it does not require changing the
phonetic shapes of words and suffixes; for example,

Hp+nap+Hm 'eye+s+my' = 'my eyes'
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WORD FORMATION SUFFIXES

Nominals and verbals with new lexical meanings are created in
Uzbek through suffixation. Adding a suffix to a nominal root or word
results in a nominal or a verbal with a new lexical meaning:

6oui 'head' (anatomy)

6ommui 'chief, foreman'

6ouinamog 'to begin' (infinitive)

Adding a suffix to a verbal root or word also produces a nominal or a
verbal with a new lexical meaning:

6orunaHmoli 'to be begun' (infinitive)

6oulnaHrwi 'beginning, elementary'

GRAMMATICAL SUFFIXES

The indication of grammatical functions like number, case, mood or
tense is accomplished by adding suffixes to words. These
grammatical suffixes change the relationship of one word to other
words in a sentence; however, they do not change the basic lexical
meaning of the word:

LOA ical Grammatical

yfi 'home' yfrna 'at home'

yfinamoli 'to marry' yfira Renzi' 'he came home'

yff naHmoli 'to get married' yfinamvii 'he got married'

PLURAL SUFFIX

The Uzbek plural suffix -nap is added to nominals to indicate that
there is more than one subject or object, but also to verbals to
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Introduction

indicate that there is more than one subject. After a numeral, the
plural suffix is not added to a nominal:

'daughter' xenuH 'he came'

fimnap "daug htot s' genAkinap 'they came'

'three daughters'

CASE SUFFIXES

Case suffixes express relationships between nominals and verbals
and are equivalent to English 'to,' in,"from,' and other ideas:

THn

xang

HHT06

'son'

'people'

'book'

POSSESSION SUFFIXES

STHnra

xangnaH

gwro6xta

'to the son'

'from the people'

'in the book'

Uzbek has several means of expressing possession. One means
requires adding possessive suffixes to a nominal:

FCHT06HM 'my book'

HIITO6HHr 'your book'
(singular)

ICHT0611MH3 'our book'

HHTO6KHrH3 'your book'
(plural)

A second means requires the possessive relationship construction.
In Uzbek, the possessor of an object is placed first, often with the
suffix -HHHr, while the person or object possessed is placed second,
always with the suffix -11/ -cif (plural -napH). The Uzbek equivalent
of an English phrase like 'my daughter's book' is the following:

Ii11311MHHHr HHT06H 'daughter+my+of book+her

= 'my daughter's book'

xi 17
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INFINITIVE SUFFIX

The Uzbek equivalent of the English infinitive of verbs ('to enter,' to
see,' etc.) is created by adding the suffix -morc to the verbal root.
Without tnis or other suffixes, the verbal root expresses the
familiar or at times impolite imperative mood:

mipmoli 'to enter' (infinitive)

imp! 'enter!' (singular, familiar, impolite)

MOOD SUFFIXES

To express moods like the imperative or the conditional, Uzbek adds
suffixes to verbal roots:

Hlipmir! 'come in!' (singular, familiar, polite)

ratpca 'if he enters'

TENSE SUFFIXES

In Uzbek, tenses like past, present, and future are formed by adding
suffixes to a verbal root, including the past tense suffix -Ali :

xenmog to come' (infinitive)

HeJIZH 'he came'

Uzbek combines the meanings of English present and future tenses
into one idea that is expressed by the suffix -a/ -A. This present-
future tense indicates that an action occurs as a habit in the present
and may occur at some point in the future:

picHmoli 'to read' (infinitive)

picHkxtm 'he reads (as a habit), he will read (tomorrow)'

xit 8
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Introduction

ARTICLES

Uzbek lacks words equivalent to the English articles 'a/an, the.'
Instead, a nominal serving as an object of a verb stands without a
suffix to express an indefinite quality, while a nominal serving as an
object adds the suffix -HH to indicate a definite quaky.

HHT06 'he reads books' (indefinite number)

HHTO6HR 51}ixfum 'he will read the book' (definite)

PERSONAL PRONOUNS

In Uzbek, both singular and plural forms exist for personal pronouns.
Beside the first person pronouns mex 'I' and 6113 'we,' Uzbek has the
pronoun cell for singular 'you' (older English 'thou') and the pronoun
CH3 for singular polite and plural 'you.'

Uzbek does not possess separate personal pronouns for 'he,' she,' and
'it.' All of these persons are expressed with the pronoun y. Gender
must be determined from other words in the sentence or context.

POSTPOSITIONS

Where English places words like 'behind' or 'toward' in position
before nouns (prepositions), Uzbek uses nominals with the same
meanings in position after other nominals (postpositions):

yft opgacHAa 'behind the house'

yft TOMOHHZa 'toward the house'

RELATIVE SENTENCES

The formation of relative sentences presents a major difficulty for
learners of Uzbek. In English, the word 'who' in the construction 'the
son who entered the house' is expressed by adding the suffix -Tax to
a verbal root and by reversing the order of elements:

xiig_ 9
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yfira impraH Irrpin

'house+irto enter+who son'

= 'the son who entered the hni.s.4

COMPLEX SENTENCES

Spoken Uzbek makes little use of the conjunction B a 'and' to link two
sentences together. The 'and' in the English sentence 'he came home
and read the book' is indicated by adding the suffix -H6 to the first
verbal stem:

Y yAra xenw6, HHTO6HH SilillitH.

'He came home and read the book.'

WORD ORDER

The word order in Uzbek sentences normally has the following
construction:

SUBJECT + OBJECT + PREDICATE

Y HHTO6Hil S%riguni.

'He + book + the + read + he'

= 'He read the book.'
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Topic 1

PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION

Culture Note: The Uzbeks

Competencies:

1. To express greetings and be greeted.

2. To identify and introduce self

3. To ask and respond about well-being

4. To say goodbye

21
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Topic 1

Tepic

PERSONAL INDENTIFICATION

THE UZBEKS

Uzbeks make up over 70 percent of the population of the Central
Asian country called Uzbekistan. Many Uzbeks also live in
neighboring regions of Tajikistan, Afghanistan, Kyrgyzstan,
Kazakhstan, and Turkmenistan. Even today Uzbeks live close to the
land, most of them engaged in farming and other rural occupations.

The extended family and neighborhood play extremely important
roles in the lives of the Uzbeks. Senior family members, elders of
the neighborhood, and older people in general are shown great
respect. Although many social activities are organized in Uzbek
neighborhoods and villages, men and women are segregated by sex at
many of them. Under Soviet rule, some Uzbeks had considerable
contact with Russians, but few have had experience with individuals
from the West. Nonetheless, they are thrilled to meet individuals
who wish to learn about and appreciate their rich culture.

Even Uzbeks of modest means are extremely generous toward their
guests. When a stranger arrives at an Uzbek household, he is first
invited inside and offered tea and other refreshments. Only then
does the host ask who the guest is and why he has come.

Uzbek etiquette is very elaborate. For example, it is considered
impolite to enter or exit a room before a person of higher status.
Frequently, a group of Uzbeks will pause before entering a building
to insist that someone else enter first. The intricacies of such
courtesies may take a long time to learn.

When Uzbek men meet, they greet each other with their right hand on
their chest. Generally, the younger man initiates the greeting and
then the senior one responds. The senior man may extend a hand for
a handshake, but it is not the custom for the younger one to do so
first.

When Uzbek women meet they most often use a different form of
greeting than do men. When adult women greet each other or youths

2
22
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Topic 1

they place their right hand on the left shoulder of the other person.
But when a woman greets an adult man she places her right harld en
her chest and generally maintains a distance from him.

Upon greeting a woman, an Uzbek man does not extend his hand to
her. if the woman reaches out to the man in such encounters, he may
respond by extending his hand for a handshake.

Such customs are more strictly observed in rural areas. In big
cities, especially in Tashkent, many Uzbeks have adopted Russian
habits. For example, women in larger cities are more likely to shake
a man's hand. The Russian ways are especially common among
younger people.

323
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1. COMPETENCY : To express greetings and be greeted

SITUATION : Classroom

ROLES : PCV & Teacher

PVC: Accanomy anailxym!

T: Baanafniym accanoM! Xym xenH6cH31 MapcamaT,

PCV: Paxmar!

VOCABULARY :

accanomy anafiHym!

BaanaSugm accanoM!

xYm

HeJIH6CH3

how do you do?

how do you do?

well, good

you have come (after all) (past tense of
inference)

X'371.11 HeJIH6CH3 welcome

mapcamaT please

tuipmog to enter (infinitive)

HHpHHr come in (imperative, singular or plural
polite)

thank youpaNmaT

24
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VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

The greeting Accanomy anafuiym! is a very common reeting
especially in the more conser!ative rural areas. It is from an Arabic
greeting meaning 'peace be upon you!' The invariable response must
be Baanafixym acckwom! which is aiso from un Arabic, greeting
meaning 'I also wish you peace!'

Uzbeks use different greetings at different times of the day. The
most appropriate response for any of these greetings is to repeat
the greeting.

Xaripsni 3pTa! 'Good morning!'

Xafipnx Hy H! 'Good afternoon!'

Xatcpnx olimom! 'Good evening!'

Xaripnif He,i! 'Good night!'

,Fixanimracin! 'How are you?'

OMOHMHCH3! 'How are you?' (used mostly by women)

3COHMHCH3 'How are you?'

CanoM! 'Hello!'
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2. COMPETENCY : To identify and introduce self

SITUATION : Classroom

ROLES : PCV & Teacher

PCV: Iviemuir Hcmiim oilasul (Damamisim - CMHT,
Mel' KanHdpopmuuiall Hewm.

T: Xym Heux6cH31 MapcamaT, Henvir. Memir licraim
3pHHH. ITaMHJIIIHM KapHMOB. MeH SrliHTYIPIHMaH,

PVC: MeH 736eH THJIHHH pramizinmax. MeH 736eHlicroliza
Hainamowllimaii.

VOCABULARY :

MeH I

MeHHHr my

HCMHM my name (possessive)

,IlolianA Donald

ol)alainimm my family name (possessive)

CMHT Smith

Kaniidpopmuumil from California (ablative case)

Hesumm I came (definite past tense)

Henmir come (imperative, singular or plural)

3pickm Erkin (first name, masculine)

KapHMOB Karimov (family name consisting of an Uzbek
proper name KapHM and a Russian suffix -OB)

6
26
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VHHTyBvvmaH I am a teacher (noun predicate)

y36ex Uzbek

9 -36e1s. THJIHHH the Uzbek language (possessive, accusative
case)

rpraHlinmaH I am studying (continuous present)

736exkicTolizta. in Uzbekistan (locative case)

HurnamogIHmaH I plan to work, I want to work

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATIONS

Standard Uzbek has both singular and plural pronouns:

meH 6H3 'we'

ceH

y

'you' CH3 'you'

'he, she, it' ynap 'they'

The second person pronoun ceH is used to address one or more
friends and equals or those who are younger or familiar. CH3 must
be used to address those who are older or unfamiliar, and also to
address more than one person.

The third person pronoun y can refer to males, females, or things.
Gender can be determined from context.

MeHHHr ('my') is a possessive form of the personal pronoun meH.
The singular and plural possessive forms of the personal pronouns
are:

meHHHr

ceHHHr 'your'
27
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yHHHr 'his, her, its' ynapmuir 'their'

The possessive forms of the personal pronouns can be omitted when
a noun already reflects possession.

MeHHHr HCMHM - 3pHHH. Honim 3pHHH.

'My name + my is Erkin.' 'Name + my is Erkin.'

MeHHHr Cl>3.MHZ1451M CMHT. (Daminmnm CMHT.

'My family name + my is Smith.' Family name + my is Smith.'

The suffix -man 'I am' expresses person and is a noun predicate. The
singular and plural noun predicate suffixes in standard Uzbek are:

-ma 'I am' -MH3 'we are'

-can 'you are' -CH3 'you are'

(no suffix) 'he, she, it is' -nap 'they are'

The subject pronoun may be omitted in a sentence where one of
these predicate suffixes is used:

MeH plcHTTEOLHMaH. 7nHTyBIHMali.

I (am a) teacher + I am. Teacher + I am.

28
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3. COMPETENCY : To ask and respond about well-being

SITUATION : Classroom

ROLES : Teacher & PCV

T: EXIIIHMHCH3? 1111131apHHrH3 FIXIIIHMH?

PVC: PaxmaT! IliunapHm }HyZa fimm. CH3HHHr Hi1InapiHrH3
galizak?

T: Mein= Humapram xam FLXIIIH.

VOCABULARY :

xxulx good, well

-MH question particle

FIXIIIHMH? is it good?

FIXLIIHMHCH3? how are you?

Huniapincrin your affairs, your work

inunapminn FIXLIIHMH? how are things?

HuniapHm my affairs, my work

}Hpla very

CH3HHHr your

HuinapimrE3 gaimak? how are you?

memuir my

inunapim caM fiXIHH everything is fine with me, too

29
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATIONS

The plural suffix is -nap. It is added to the stem of the noun:

Tana 6a 'student' Tana6anap 'students'

HLU 'work' Hiunap 'works'

When the Uzbeks ask someone about his well-being they usually use
expressions like Huinapkuinia galutail? 'How are you?', lininapininia
nxummx? 'How are things?' The response may be fixuni 'Good',
HiunapHm fixuni 'Everything is fine,' or Pa3cmaT 'Thanks.'

The question particle is mx. In order to form an interrogative
sentence this particle is added only to the predicate of a sentence:

Y Tana6amH? "Is he a student?"

PRONUNCIATION NOTE:

Questions formed with the help of the particle
-mx are pronounced with a rising intonation. In the sentence
limnapmirm FIXIIIHMH? 'How are things?', the peak of intonation is
on the second syllable of RX11111.

Questions formed with the help of interrogative words like galutaft
'how' are pronounced with falling intonation. In the sentence
limnapluirm lialulart? 'How are you?', the low point of intonation is
on the second syllable of Kalizaft.

3 0
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4. COMPETENCY : To say goodbye

SITUATION : Classroom

ROLES : PCV & Teacher

PCV : Kewpinir. MeH liafrramax.

T : Xacip! Exam 6opiHr.

PVC: X5rn, WTI fixrnH }{0.7111HF.

VOCABULARY :

Heuipinir excuse me (imperative)

gafrramax I have to go, I will go (present-future)

xaftp goodbye

6opHHr go (imperative, singular or plural)

Rxrnx 6opmir go in peace

xY11 fine, all right, O.K.

stay, remain (imperative)

mama iconinir stay in peace
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VOCABULARY EXPLANATIONS

As Uzbeks take leave of one another, they commonly exchange a
series of expressions meaning goodbye. Some of these are:

Xafip I 'Goodbye!'

Xaftp, xxrux 6opimr! 'Goodbye, go in peace!'

Tioniir! 'Goodbye, stay in peace!'

liSrpunrymia I 'See you later!'

Tipauxrpria! 'Meet you later!'

3pTama! 'Until tomorrow!'

TymmrHs xafipm4 67ncHH! 'Good night!'

The parting expression Xafip! may be used at any time of day. The
expression Xarip, xxuix gonmir! is used by a guest or by the person
taking leave. The expression Xafrp, 11X11111 6opuir! is used by a host
or by the person staying.

The Uzbek word x7n has many meanings, including 'fine,' very well,'
'agreed,' all right,' and 'O.K.' Uzbeks use rim and fix= much as
English speakers use 'fine' and 'good.'
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CLASSROOM ORIENTATION

Culture Note: Education in Uzbekistan

Competencies:

1. To respond to instructions

2. To ask for explanations

3. To respond to warm-up questions

3;13
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CLASSROOM ORIENTATION

EDUCATION IN UZBEKISTAN

For many years Soviet histories portrayed Central Asia as a backward
area with no tradition of scholarship and learning. In fact, education in
the region was widespread and well-developed long before the
nineteenth century Russian conquest. There existed a large network of
"old-style" primary (maktab) and higher (madrasa) schools, which
taught religious subjects. In those days many children studied at
maktabs in their own neighborhoods. Some continued their studies for
another ten years at a madrasa.

After the Russian conquest, the tsarist administration established
schools with instruction in Russian for the indigenous nationalities.
These trained a small number of Central Asians to serve the tsarist
administration. Around the turn of the twentieth century, reform-
minded local intelligentsia called jadids opened "new style" schools
(usul-i jadid). Unlike the "old-style" schools, the jadid schools
taught secular subjects.

Both the "old-style" and the "new-style" schools disappeared in the
1920s. Today Uzbekistan has educational institutions developed after
the Soviet model, including primary and secondary schools, specialized
technical schools, and institutes and universities.

Most children start school at age six. Some attend specialized schools
with enriched curricula in such subjects as physics, biology,
mathematics, chemistry, or foreign languages. The length of study at
most secondary specialized education institutions is three years.
Young people who complete these schools receive diplomas as
specialists with secondary education. Those who complete either a
regular or a specialized secondary education may enter higher
educational institutions (either a university or one of the many
institutes in the country). The length of study for most higher
educational specialities is five years, but some, such as medicine,
require six.
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Those who complete higher educational institutions with the best
records may continue advanced work rat the graduate level if they ..rvi.sh
to pursue research. Graduate study leading to a candidate degree
generally lasts three years.

Students do not pay tuition to attend universities or institutes, and in
fact many receive stipends. However, admission often is extremely
competitive, and personal contacts can play a crucial role in gaining
entry and advancement.

Today, following Uzbekistan's independence, eaJh of the country's
twelve provinces has at least one university of its own. In 1991
Uzbekistan also began to send some of its best students abroad for
higher education, especially to the developed countries of Europe and
the United States.
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1. COMPETENCY: To respond to instructions

SITUATION: Classroom

ROLES: Tea cher & PCV

T: 3IIIHTHHr Ba rarnm emu'.

PCV: HJITHMOC, CeHHH STHHHF.

T: X571I CH3 mem' TyILlyHPHICH3MH?

VOCABULARY:

listen (imperative, singular or plural polite)

Ba and

ran sentence

ramin the sentence (accusative case)

emu. write (imperative)

HJITHMOC please

cemin slowly

Swan' read (imperative)

Srlinfiman I will read (present-future tense)

CH3 you

menH me (accusative)

TymyHHncH3MH? do you understand?

3G
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GRAMMAR EXPLANATIONS

In Uzbek the infinitive is formed by adding the suffix -mog to the
verbal stem:

3E11111 MOli 'to listen'

e3Mo} 'to write'

'1{1,,epo} c 'to read'

Without the infinitive or any other suffix, the Uzbek verbal stem is
identical to the second person singular or imperative which is used
in familiar or sometimes impolite situations:

31.1111T 'listen!'

e3! 'write!'

5,gral 'read!'

To express the imperative for singular and plural in a polite manner,
the suffix -luir is added to a verbal stem ending in a consonant. The
suffix -Hr is added to a stem ending in a vowel:

3LIIHT 11Hr 'listen'

e3+HHI' 'write'

Sfini+Hr 'read'

In the sentence rarixx emir the suffix +Hit indicates the accusative
case and expresses the idea of a definite quality. It is equivalent to
English 'the':

rum' ennir

'sentence +the write+you'

= 'Write the sentence!'
37
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PRONUNCIATION NOTES

Pronounce the letters Hr as one sound as in the English ng in the
word 'song', and not as two sounds n and g as in English 'in good
standing.'

Imperative sentences are pronounced in Uzbek with a falling
intonation on the last syllable:

cemm 5rimir 'read slowly'
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2. COMPETENCY: To ask for explanations

SITUATION: Classroom

ROLES: PCV & Teacher

PCV: MeH 6y ranHH TymyHmafimax.

T: cH ranHH?

PCV:"Cor 65rnmir!" HHMa zeraHH?

T: By - .113aHH THJIaH. CH3 yHH 4-crnapHHrinra afrrinummin
MYMHHH.

VOCABULARY:

6y this

TymyHmafimax I do not understand (negative present-future)

gaftcm? what?, which?

cor healthy

67.7nuir be (imperative singular and plural polite)

cor 65ijIHHF be healthy

}Hem zeraHH? what does it mean?

TH.113.1{ wish

yHH it, him, her (pronoun, accusative case)

zSrcrnapuirmra to your friends (possessive, dative case)

afiTHLLIHHTH3 your saying (possessive)

MyMHHH may, can, possible (verbal predicate)
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATIONS

The negative of a verb is formed by adding the suffix -ma to the
stem of the verb before adding any of the tense or person suffixes:

-.3i '-vvrite: 63ma I 'do not write!'

7gx! 'read!' piHma! 'do not read!'

The word TymyHmailmax is a negative verb in the present-future
tense and can mean 'I do not understand' or 'I will not understand.' It
is formed by adding the suffix -11 to the negative form of the verb:

Tympi+ma+A+max

'understand +not +do /will +l'

= 'I (will) do not understand'

As in English, an adjective always stands before the noun it
qualifies:

AXIIIH THJIal-{ 'good wish'

AfrrHunnirm mymmix 'you can say' consists of a verbal noun
afrrHunuirm 'your saying' and a verbal predicate mymiam 'it is
possible.'

The expression Cor 65nmir! 'Be healthy' is used by Uzbeks to wish
each other well when saying goodbye.

4 0
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3. COMPETENCY: To respond to warm-up questions

SITUATION: Classroom

ROLES: Teacher & PCV

T: munaH6aza CH3 gaepila 65rwm-In?

PCV: AnaH6aza MeH yfiza 67.m:um.

CH3 yfuta Hxma IiHnzillirren?

PCV: Tenemnop H7p,mim Ba n7cTHmra xaT
63.7am.

VOCABULARY:

iviafix Mike

HHInaH6aza on Sunday (locative case)

liaepza? where?

67n,ruinn you were (definite past)

yfuxa at home (locative case)

67nAlim I was (definite past)

mima? what?

HHJIAHHrH3 you did (definite past)

HHTO6 book

9.1tHuHm I read (definite past)

Tenemnop television
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11p:m I watched (definite past)

zt5rcTrAmra to my friend (possessive, dative)

xaT letter

eazaim I wrote (definite past)

GRAMMAR EXPLANATIONS

The locative case suffix -Aa is attached to nouns and has the
meanings 'at,' in,"on':

y 'home' yfix(a. 'at home'

fnanaH6a 'Sunday' iiRmaH6aAa 'on Sunday'

The verbal forms jTKHAHM read,' Imn.rairkia 'you did,' etc., contain
the definite past tense suffix -.ail. This suffix is added to the verb
stem and indicates in a factual manner that an action was completed
in the recent past:

xaT entlim 'I wrote a letter (and finished writing it)'

SENTENCE PATTERNS

When a word needs to be emphasized, it is usually placed
immediately before the predicate:

fiHmaH6aTha Mex yffaa

Sunday+on I home+at was+I'

= 'I was at home on Sunday.'
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Mei' yfula nmuaH6a,na 69sucHm.

'I home+at Sunday+on was +I'

= 'I was at home on Sunday.'

PROVERB

Cor Taliza cornom win.

'In the healthy body is a healthy mind.'

(=Sound body, sound mind.)
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CONVERSATIONS WITH HOSTS

Culture Note: The Uzbek Family

Competencies:

1. To ask and answer personal information questions

2. To describe own family

3. To ask about host family

4. To express gratitude
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CONVERSATIONS WITH HOSTS

THE UZBEK FAMILY

Uzbek families are very close-knit and Uzbeks spend a great deal of
time with their family members. The average family has four or
five children, but in rural areas families with ten children or more
are very common.

Most families live in private, one-story houses with a courtyard
(hovli) where family members spend much of their time together. In
summer months families have their meals and relax here under grape
trellises (ishkom), and often sleep outside on special structures
with bedding.

Uzbek parents, especially outside the major cities, enjoy great
authority. Children are expected to help in a wide variety of
household chores. Girls are responsible for the cleanliness of the
courtyard, while boys take care of its trees and flowers.

Young women usually get married between the ages of 19 and 22, and
men tend to get married a few years later. It is customary,
especially in rural areas, for married sons and their wives to live
with the son's parents. If there are several sons in a family, the
oldest son and his family may move out when his next younger
brother gets married.

Uzbek families gather to mark many important life-cycle events.
One of the most important celebrations is the circumcision feast
(sunnat toyi) for boys of pre-school age. Other major gatherings are
organized at the time of engagement and marriage of children,
following the birth of a child, as part of funerals, and on the seventh
day, twentieth day, fortieth day, and one year anniversary of a death.
One of the Uzbeks' favorite holidays is Navroz, which is celebrated
at the time of the spring equinox on March 21 or 22. Other important
holidays include the twice yearly Muslim observances (hayit) and
New Year's Day. The government of Uzbekistan has declared these
occasions state holidays, along with September 1, which is
celebrated as Uzbekistan's Independence Day.
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1. COMPETENCY: To ask and answer personal information
questions

SITUATION: Host family home

ROLES: Host family member & PCV

HFM: 736emicToliza KaxYa Typa. cra?

PCV: Ey ep,na HHHH fiHn Typamax.

HFM: EIUHHrH3 Hwiaita?

PCV: Memnir eLLIHM 7TT113 OJITHICa.

HFM: CH3 yfinaHraHmicH3?

PCV: YftnaHmaraHmax.

VOCABULARY:

how long?, how much?

TypacH3 you (will) stay (present-future)

epila land, place (locative case)

6y epza here

HHHH t w o

Hn year (of calendar)

Typamax I (will) stay (present-future)

eLIIHHrH3 your age (possessive)

He 'LaIa? how (old)?

2746
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eanim my age (possessive)

5,-TT113 thirty

OJITH S i X

OJITILaa six (locative)

yfinaHramnicH3? are you married?

yfinanmaraHmax I am not married

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATIONS

The verbs Typamax in the sentence Ey epna HHHH Hn Typamax 'I
will stay here for two years,' is in the present-future tense. The
present-future tense is formed by adding the suffix a (after
consonants) or -A (after vowels) to the stem of the verb. To
indicate person, this suffix is followed by one of the predicative
suffixes -Max, -cam, -nH; -MH3, -CH3 -minap. This tense may be
translated as an English present or future:

Typ+ a+ Max > Typamax

Typ+ a+ can > Typacam

Typ+ a+ nil > Typanx

Typ+ a+ MH3 > TypamH3

Typ+ a+ CH3 > TypacH3

Typ+a+nHnap > TypaitHnap

'I (will) stay'

'you (will) stay'

'he, she (will) stay'

'we (will) stay'

'you (will) stay'

'they (will) stay'

Nouns preceded by a number do not take the plural suffix -nap :

HHHH Min 'two years' NOT HHHH fiHnnap
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The English verb 'to marry' is expressed in Uzbek with the help of
two verbs:

1. For the marriage of a male, the verb yfulaHmog 'to marry'
is used. YfulaHmog is formed from the noun yk 'home'
and means 'to make a home:

MaftH, C113 yulaHrams1HcH3?

'Mike, are you married?'

2. For the marriage of a female, the verb 3pra Termo c is
used. The verb 3pra Termog consists of the noun 3p
'man' plus the dative suffix -ra and the verb Termog 'to
attach'; thus, 'to attach to a man.'

Katiox yfulaxacH3, Mafi?

'When will you marry, Mike?'

apra TeracH3, Bap6apa?

'When will you marry, Barbara?'
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2. COMPETENCY: To describe own family

SITUATION: Host family home

ROLES: Host family member & PCV

HFM: HJITHMOC, OHJIaHrH3 xal-cHaa ramipmir.

PCV: OTaM Ba OHaM 6op, OTaM - immoral). OHaM - griiirryrpm.

HFM: Ynap icaep.na Hainafizmnap?

PCV: OHaM ppm maxTa6zza HulnafigH. OTaM aoppixoHaaa munaitnx.

VOCABULARY:

OHJIaHrH3 your family (possessive)

x,agHaa about (postposition)

rarnipmu tell (imperative)

oTam my father

()Ham my mother

6op have, has; there is, there are; exists

mmerap chemist

ynap they

Hulnailminap they work (present-future)

ppm secondary, middle

mawra6aa at a school (locative)
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muna Sum she (he) works

zoplixoHaza at a drugstore

have not, has not; there is not. there are not; does
not aAiSt

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATIONS

There is a special category of words in Uzbek called postpositions
which stand after nouns. Uzbek postpositions are translated as
prepositions in English.

oznaHrin caKHUa

'family+your about'

= 'about your family'

Suffixes may not be added to the word Sop which is used in the
meanings of 'have, has; there is, there are; is, are; exists':

()Ham Sop

'mother+my exists'

= 'I have a mother'

1{13TO6HM 6op

'book+my exists'

= 'I have a book'

The negative of this construction is expressed with the word ikSrli. It
has the meanings 'has not, have not; there is not, there are not; is
not; are not; does not exist.' Like 6op, 119-}i does not take suffixes
and generally stands at the end of a sentence:

axam f15*}{

'older brother+my does not exist'

= 'I do not have an older brother'
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SENTENCE PATTERN

Two nouns may be connected by the conjunction Ba 'and':

OTaM Eta oHam 6op,

'father+my and mother+my exist'

='1 have a father and a mother'
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3. COMPETENCY: To ask about host family

SITUATION: Host family home

ROLES: PCV & Host family member

PCV: CH3HPIHr OHJIaHrH3 HaTTamx?

HFM: Iimurra IcH3HM Ba 6HTTa 5,rnHm Sop, IcH3napam - Tana 6a,

PCV: 71"JIHHrH3 inunaInnmn elm 7 mutuAH?

HFM: 7I-JIHM 7Trair AHJIH yHHBepCHTeTHII TyraT,an.

VOCABULARY:

HaTTa large, big

HHHHT3 two (items)

lik131,1M my daughter (possessive)

6HTTa one (item)

7rniim my son

lipmnapHm my daughters

Tana6a student

9TJIIIHr113 your son

dial or

71{HrLian he, she studies (present-future)

rrrail last, past

aw{ its year (possessive)
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last year

yHHBepCHTeTHH university (accusative)

yraT,,- he graduated from

GRAMMAR EXPLANATIONS

Numerals with the suffix -Ta form cardinal numerals indicating
items or portions or parts of wholes:

6HTTa (= SHp+Ta) 'one'

HHHHTa 'two'

Numerals with the suffix -Ta are called "item-numerals." These
item-numerals are used before words for anything that can be
counted:

HHHHTa Ii11314M Sop. 'I have two daughters'

y 'iTa Aaclyrap 'three notebooks'

The definite past tense is formed by means of the suffix -AH, which
is added to the verb stem, along with one of the predicative suffixes
-M, -Hr; -H, -Rap. The definite past indicates an action
completed in the recent past at a specific time:

TyraT+ ,r4H+ m > TyraTimm

TyraT+ ,r(H+ Hr > TyraTAHHr

TyraT+ AH > TyraTzH

'I graduated'

graduated'

'he, she graduated'

TyraT+ xtH+ > TyraTzHH 'we graduated'
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Tyra-r+ AH+ limn > Tyrawanirm 'you graduated'

Tyra-ri-mi+nap > Tyra-r.rainap 'they graduated'

PRONUNCIATION NOTES

Questions with two predicates to which the question particle
-mtei is added are pronounced with rising and falling intonations:

7rinuirin Humataxatmx 61(13 Srglifummit?

Does your son work or study?

When a possessive suffix is added to certain nouns, the stem of the
noun changes. As a rule the vowel of its second syllable disappears.
The vowel pi of the second syllable disappears in the following
words:

yrpin+ iim > pi-mim 'my son'

CHIIIIIJI+ HM > CliHrIIIIM 'my younger sister'

In pronouncing a sentence containing a noun subject and a noun
predicate, there is a pause between the two which is equivalent to
the English auxiliary words 'is, are,' etc. In writing, this pause is
shown by a hyphen:

0-ram - HHmerap. 'My tather is a chemist.'

()Ham 5}irrytrix. 'My mother is a teacher.'
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4. COMPETENCY: To express gratitude

SITUATION: Host family home

ROLES: Host family member & PCV

HFM: rianowiax Alta 6xpo3 OJIMir.

PCV: PaxmaT, T7$1 HM.

HFM: MapcaMaT, HOByHHIIHr ma3acHHH tinimr.

PCV: Hiyza mxpxx 3Hax. 3Hzx era pyxcaT 6epHxr.
MexgoxThopminxx rip.' cx3ra HaTTa paxmaT.

HFM: Ap3xmafinli.

VOCABULARY:

HaJI0B pilav (rice steamed with meat, carrots,
onions, and spices)

nanowiam from pilav (ablative case)

sum more

6Hpo3 some, a little

OJIHHr have, take

alrfizaim I am full (past definite)

HOByHHHHr of the melon (genitive)

ma3acm its taste (possessive)

1{0ByHHHHr ma3acxxx the taste of the melon (accusative)

H5fpiir try (imperative)
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urnitrni sweet

3Haz it seems (verbal predicate)

ikLIIH now

era to me

pyxcaT permission

6epHHr give

pyxcaT 6epintr permit me

mexmontopikunix hospitality

yfyx for (postposition)

cliara to you

HaTTa very much

ap3Hmari,r4H don't mention it

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

The suffix of the ablative case is -gall, which is added to the stem
of a noun. It functions to indicate:

1. a part of a whole:

IlanorizaH 5Hpo3 ()Emir. 'Have some more pilay.'

2. motion out of or from a place:

MeH Kamid)oplicutax HenAHm. 'I am from California.'

5E;
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The word 3xa H is based on the irregular verb 3MOli 'to be'. It is used
to express doubt or cot-prise about an occurrence one did not expect.
Thus, its meanings include 'seems, really, probably,' or simply an
emphatic 'is.'

KvilyH

'The melon seems sweet (I did not expect it to be so sweet).'

The expression 31.11111 era pyxcaT 6eplir 'now, with your
permission' or 'now, permit me (to leave)' is always used by the
guest who wants to leave the home of the host.

PROVERB

Axmoli .a7cTzaH alum! AyIIIMaH

'A clever foe is better than a foolish friend.'
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FOOD

Culture Note: Uzbek Food

Competencies:

1. To identify types of food

2. To express food and drink preferences

3. To order food at a restaurant

4. To pay with local currency
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Topic! 4

FOOD

UZBEK FOOD

Because the Silk Road once passed through the territory of present-
day Uzbekistan, Uzbek food reflects influences of the cuisines of
Chinese, Indians, and other Asian and European peoples.

Uzbeks usually eat three meals a day. In the morning, along with
their traditional bread called non, they drink tea and milk. Summer
breakfasts also often include grapes. Uzbeks in rural areas almost
never buy bread from a store, but rather bake their own bread daily
in a special oven called a tandir. Most rural families also have their
own cows which provide milk.

Uzbeks tend to eat lunch in the early afternoon. At this time they
like to have such soups as shorva (meat and potatoes), mastava (rice
and vegetables), or laghman (noodles, meat, and vegetables).

The main meal, usually a food other than soup, is eaten in the
evening, around seven or eight o'clock. During the warm months,
Uzbeks like to have melon for dessert.

Tea by far is the most popular beverage. People in Tashkent and a
few other cities tend to drink black tea, while in rural areas and
cities in the south and in the Fergana Valley they prefer green tea.
Tea is always served hot.

Cities and villages have many teahouses where people eat, relax, and
socialize. Uzbeks believe that tea is the only thing that can quench a
thirst in their hot climate. Coffee is not very popular.

Uzbeks rarely eat their meals in restaurants. One reason for this is
the high cost of dining out, but a more important reason is that home
cooking almost always is better than that in restaurants. Men and
women alike take part in food preparation, and it is popularly
believed that men make the best chefs.
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Pi lav is a favorite food that is always served at major celebrations.
On these occasions it is prepared in huge meta! cocking pots (WC" a
fire.

An essential part of Uzbek hospitality is to offer fcod to visitors.
Even when they themseives have very little, Uzbeks try to prepare
elaborate meals for their guests. Guests may disappoint their hosts
when they fail to eat or drink what they are offered.

While tables and chairs are used in many city homes, in rural areas
Uzbeks sit on the floor around a large tablecloth (dasturkhan) to take
their meals. Utensils such as spoons are used for soups, but for
other dishes, like pilav, fingers may be used.

Alcoholic beverages frequently are served on special occasions and
when guests are present. At such times, males are expected to join
in the drinking.

GO
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1. COMPETENCY: To identify types of food

SITUATION: Host family home

ROLES: PCV & Cook

PCV: By galizaff oBicaT?

C: By rpurrmi comca. Axa y gOBOIVIH comca. YHHHr
gosog, ITH63, zym6a 614 Sop.

PCV: KOBOIVIH comca avancmH?

Purg, E6 }cppinir. CH3ra egam4.

PCV: Ma3anii-Hy I

VOCABULARY:

liaxgafi? what?, what kind of?

oBgaT dish, meal, food

ITILITEH (having) meat (adjective)

comca somsa (pie filled with meat or squash)

axa y that one (there)

goBoF,:rgi (having) squash (adjective)

ymnir his, her, its

it contains; in its inside (possessive, locative)

axes onion

Aym6a tail of sheep

42 61
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er fat, oil

zym6a erH fat from the tail of a sheep

avaig hot, spicy, bitter

is it hot, spicy, bitter?

3mac is not, are not; does not, do not

e6 having eaten (past gerund)

e6 H5THHr taste it (imperative)

egazra it will be liked, it will please

cH3ra ega.rui you'll like it

ma3anz tasty, delicious

-Hy particle expressing surprise, astonishment

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATIONS

There are two types of adjectives in Uzbek:

1. Basic adjectives:

og 'white' gop a 'black'

mHpHH 'sweet' avimg 'so u r'

2. Adjectives formed mostly from nouns by means of such
suffixes as -nil, -CH3, -H11, -rx, -rHp, -ma,

43 62
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Adjectives formed with the help of the suffix -JIH express the
quality of the basic noun, or the possession of that quality ('having'):

ma3a 'taste' ma3aRH 'tasty'

j J14 4 ImTAH 'having meat'

1{0BOli 'squash' liOBOIVIH 'having squash'

The demonstrative pronouns in Uzbek are the following:

6y 'this'

my 'this, that'

y 'that'

maHa 6y 'this one (here)'

aHa y 'that one (there)'

The difference between the three demonstrative pronouns is that 6y
refers to an object or person next to the speaker, my to an object or
person a distance away from but still visible to the speaker, and y
to an object or person very distant and generally not visible to the
speaker.

PRONUNCIATION NOTE

The particle -Hy which is added to the predicate, is more emphatic
than the word 3HaH, but both express surprise over some unexpected
occurrence. In pronunciation, there is a slight pause between the
predicate and -Hy, with stress on -Hy. In writing, this slight pause is
shown by a hyphen:

Htyxla ma3anH-Hy I 'It really is tasty'
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2. COMPETENCY: To express food and drink preferences

SITUATION: Restaurant

ROLES: PCV & Waiter

PCV: Byryx CH3 HaHZaft omiaTnapHH TaBcHR minfincin?

W: BH3 736ex oincaTnaplizaH iuSrpBa, narmoH, MaHTH, Ha6o 6xx
TaBCHFI HHJIHIIMH3.

PCV: MaHTH colvic amacmH?

W: Y Hccmc. CH3 Lofi in:acHamx exx mmiepan cya inacH3mH?

PCV: Me lira maHapcHa gopa w1 6epliHr.

VOCABULARY:

6yryx today

oBliaTnapxx the dishes (accusative)

TaBCHFI offer, recommendation

HHJIFHICH3 you are doing (continuous present)

TaBCHR HHERIICH3 you are offering

j,36ex oBliaTnapHzaH of (from among) Uzbek dishes (ablative)

6H3 w e

luSTBa soup (with potatoes and meat)

narmox noodles (usually cooked with meat,
vegetables and sauce)

MaHTH dumplings (steamed, with meat filling)
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I{a6o6 kebab (meat roasted on skewers)

Ha6o6HH kebab (accusative)

raBc.-kut HIM-111MM we are offering (continuous present)

cosy}{ 3MacMH? is it not cold?

HCCHI{MH? is it hot?

,{off tea

H'IacH3MH? do (will) you drink?

mHHepan mineral

cyB water

tuaHapcH3 without sugar

Hopa black

6epHHr give (imperative)

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATIONS

In the sentence MaHTH cosy}{ 3Mac 'The manti is not cold,' the word
3mac 'it is not' negates a noun predicate. For this construction, the
predicative suffixes -Max, -cam, etc., are added to 3mac. Note that
in spoken Uzbek the third person plural suffix nap is not used:

MeH 736ex 3macmax.

Cell 736ex 3macca.H.

Y 736ex 3mac.

'I am not an Uzbek.'

'You are not an Uzbek.'

'He, she is not an Uzbek.'

BH3 736ex 3MaCMH3. 'We are not Uzbeks.'

6 546
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CH3 gr36eH 3maccH3. 'You are not Uzbeks.'

Ynap 5736ex 3maczap. 'They are not Uzbeks.°

Bop and fi.71i indicate the presence or absence (or possession or non-
possession) of something:

Maxim Sop. 'There are dumplings.' = 'We have dumplings.'

Ka6o6 fiplc. 'There is no kebab.' = 'We don't have kebab.'

The absence of a predicate or presence of 3Mac indicates the
existence or non-existence (or identity or non-identity) of
something:

By - MaHTH. 'These are dumplings'

By mawni 3Mac. 'These are not dumplings'

The suffix CH3 is added to nouns in order to form adjectives that
express the idea of 'without' or 'without the quality of':

ataHapnx 'with sugar'

maHapcx3 'without sugar'

ma3anx 'tasty'

ma3acH3 'tasteless'
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3. COMPETENCY: To order food at a restaurant

SITUATION: Restaurant

ROLES: PCV & Waiter

PCV: HJITHMOC, meHra Ha6o6 6epraHr.

W: Ke.,{HpHHr. ByryH *ft IHITH ASTic. Banini Ba mon rSrtuTH
6op.

PCV: YHna, meHra icoBypHnraH 6anHg 6epluir. CH32:ca
ca63aBoTnapnaH HHma 6op?

W: BH3na 6ozpHHr 6op. HHMa HIIHIIIHH xoxnaftcH3?

PCV: Me Hra meBa map6aTH onH6 Henmir.

VOCABULARY:

ii511 sheep

I-V iluiTH lamb

6anii fish

MOJI cattle

MOJI *arm beef

yHna then, in that case

KoByptinraH fried (past participle)

cH3ga you have (locative)

ca63aBoTnapAaH of (from among) vegetables (ablative)

6H3za we have (locative)
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60IITIIIHr CLICUMher

xYxuixx to drink (accusative)

xolczatcx3 you (will) want (present-future)

meBa fruit

map6aT juice

meBa atap6aTH fruit juice

onH6 Realm- bring

GRAMMAR EXPLANATIONS

Another way of expressing 'to have' in Uzbek is by adding the
locative case suffix to any noun, including personal pronouns, along
with the word 6vp 'there is, there are; exists':

Einza 6o1pinir 6op.

'we+on/in cucumber exists'

= 'We have cucumbers.'

PecTopaH.ua 6oIpHHr 6op.

'restaurant+on/in cucumber exists'

= 'The restaurant has cucumbers.'

The word fipi 'there is not, there are not; does not exist' is used to
form the negative of this construction:

BH3,rta 60,uppmr

'We have no cucumbers.'
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PecTopan,aa 6o1pimr

'The restaurant has no cucumbers.'

UZi.;6:: uses a nomilial form of the verb as an equivalent to an English
infinitive construction. This verbal noun is formed with the suffix -
Hui (after consonants) or In (after vowels):

inmoli 'to drink' 'drinking'
'to read' ylixtu 'reading'

Possessive and case suffixes can be added to verbal nouns:

5,1i1411111H1-133 'your reading' (posessive)

HIPILLIHR 'the drinking' (accusative)

When used as the equivalent of an English infinitive this form takes
the accusative case suffix -HH:

Hiima mpaunx xo3plaftcHs?

'What do you want to drink?'

The Uzbek equivalent to English 'the juice of fruit' or 'fruit's juice'
or 'fruit juice' is expressed through the possessive relationship. In
this construction, the noun which possesses stands before the noun
which is possessed. The noun possessed always has the possessive
suffix +(c)ra if singular or +napH if plural:

ryInTH 'sheep meat+its' = 'sheep's meat' (=lamb')

mon rparrx 'cattle meat+its' = 'cattle's meat' (= 'beef')

meBa Inap6aTH 'fruit juice+its' = 'fruit's juice' (.'fruit juice')

ym6a ern 'tail fat+its' = 'tail's fat' (.'tail fat')
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4. COMPETENCY: To pay with local currency

SITUATION: Market

ROLES: PCV & Salesperson

PCV: 1-7111THHHr 6allocH 10.1p1a?

S: BHp Hmorpamm r7mTxmir 6allocH KHpK 6em cpm.

PCV: Mem= c7mnapiim eTmafum. Me Him. Aonnap bop.

S: CH3 ):40JUlapHHI-H3HH IVIapHa3H2 BaHH213. aJIMaILITHpHILIIIHrH3
MyMHHH.

PCV: Map Hanifi Balm 6yryH CriHI{MH?

S: Balm Nap Hymi coaT coaT 6emraIa. 011Hic.

VOCABULARY:

6allocH its cost, its price (possessive)

lialpfa? how much?

6allocH }calm? how much does it cost?

xmorpamm kilogram

}mpg 6em forty-five

c7m som (basic unit of Uzbek money)

c7m.napxm my som (possessive)

eTmakmi it is not enough (negative present-
future)

meima I have
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ziongaiD dollar

ztomtapiiHrHaxx your dollars (accusative)

mapHamft c.ntral

6amma at the bank (locative)

anmaarrHpHuntHrHa your exchanging

wimimx? is it open?

Nap every

HyH day

Nap Hymi every day

coal o'clock, hour

T;rtitir43 nine

T71-it-ix3,11ax from nine (ablative)

6em five

6entraIa to five

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATIONS

The ablative case suffix 4-xtax functions to express a starting point
in time. The suffix +rwia. expresses the termination of an action
and may be translated 'until, as far as, up to, to':

T9Iiii133+ztax 'from nine'

6euz+raIa 'to five'
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coaT T5TrigH3zax 6eurrala

'from nine o'clock until five o'clock'

TeIiing time requires placing the word coat 'hour, o'clock' before one
of the numerals from 1 to 12:

coaT T71{1{113 'the hours are nine' = 'nine o'clock'

coaT 6ern 'the hours are five' = 'five o'clock'

The phrase r5rinTHrixr 6aXocH is in the possessive relationship
construction:

POSSESSING NOUN POSSESSED NOUN

Noun 1 (+Hprr) Noun 2 +(c)x or +Jrapx

ryarT+ HHHI' 6axo+cx

'meat+of price+its' = 'the cost of the meat'

*ft r7r_trTH

'sheep meat+its' = 'the meat of sheep' (=lamb)'

A general rule is that the suffix +xxxr is not added to the first noun
when the two nouns are perceived as a unit, but is added when they
are not:

meBaHHHr 6axocx

'fruit+of price+its' = 'the price of the fruit'

meBa inap6aTH

'fruit juice+its' = 'fruit juice'
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PROVERB

03 emoli CO3 emoii.

'To eat little is to ent well.'
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DIRECTIONS

Culture Note: On Uzbekistan's Streets

Competencies:

1. To ask for and give addresses and locations of buildings

2. To ask for and give directions
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Topir 5

DIRECTIONS

ON UZBEKiS'IAN'S STREETS

Uzbekistan's cities can be divided into three major categories. The
first type includes such ancient centers as Bukhara, Samarkand, and
Tashkent. The second type consists of cities like Namangan, Kokand,
and Margilan which were founded long before the Russian conquest,
but were further developed in the Soviet period. Finally, there are
the Soviet-era industrial and mining centers such as Zarafshan,
Angren, and Uchkuduk. The latter type of city is populated largely by
Russians.

Uzbekistan's older cities also have "new quarters" that were
established under tsarist or Soviet administration. Russians who
came to Central Asia in the ninteenth century and early twentieth
centuries did not live interspersed among the indigenous population,
but instead built their own settlements in separate areas.

One of the places where Russian influence is still very strong is
Tashkent, which became the administrative center for Turkestan
after the Russian conquest. However, the segregated housing
pattern there changed a great deal during the reconstruction which
followed the severe earthquake of 1966. Most one-story mud-brick
houses were replaced by high-rise apartment buildings, and many of
the old streets disappeared as new wide boulevards took their place.
Today, Tashkent is home to over half of Uzbekistan's Russian
population, who make up about 40 percent of the city's inhabitants.

Throughout the Soviet period, traditional street names were
changed, even in the ancient cities. Frequently, old Uzbek
designations were replaced by Russian ones. The reverse process
has been occurring since Uzbekistan's independence, but the
country's cities still carry thousands of Russian names.

It may take a while for visitors to get used to the traffic patterns in
the large cities, especially in Tashkent. The capital's streets are
full of cars, buses, streetcars, trollybuses, taxis, and other vehicles.
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Drivers often refuse to yield the right-of-way, so pedestrians must
be alert. It is easy for anyone unfamiliar with the alder cities cf
Uzbekistan to aet lost in their narrow streets and alleyways.

In the central districts of Uzbekistan's cities one finds many kiosks
and sta!Is selling a variety or goods. Among the most common are
newspaper and journal outlets which may offer such items as
postcards, cigarettes and matches, stationery supplies, and tickets
for public transportation. Other vendors sell ice cream, juices, soft
drinks, and bottled water. For a quick meal in urban areas, one
usually can find stands which sell various Uzbek national foods.
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1. COMPETENCY: To ask for and give addresses and
locations of bvildInos

SITUATION: Tashkent street

ROLES: PCV and Passerby 1 and Passerby 2

PCV: KeNpipacH3. C7pacam maAnkai? K7aima IIITaTnap
3ntancoHacm gaepra Hiofula =ail?

P1: Yap. Mex 6ranmalmax.

P2: MeH 6pinamax. CH3 Hi inoH3op Hp.,facHra 6opkmr. 3spancolia
Salta griaAa.

PCV: 9pu IoH3op HriacH 6y epaaH y3ogmH? MeH y epra galigaff
6opHuim mymim?

P2: CH3 aBTo6ycra 7THpHHr. HHHH 6e1-{aTZaH Heil= Tynnir.
3JIYHX0Ha 6HHOCH xriammir 7Hr TOMOHHZa.

VOCABULARY:

gemipacH3 you will excuse me (present-future)

cppacam if I ask (conditional mood)

mafinxmii? may I?, is it permissible?

Srumfa IIITaTnap United States

3Jrnixolia embassy

gaepra? where? (dative)

woknaturam located, situated

yap I'm sorry
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6Hnmaffmax I do not know (negative present-future)

9HJI0H3Op Chilonzor (the name of a Tashkent street)

xpIacHra to the street of (possessive, dative)

pma that, that one

6y ep,aax from here, from this place (ablative)

xpxlazta on the street (locative)

y3oxmx? is it far?

y he, she, it, that

y epra there, to that place (dative)

6opHunim my going

aBTo6ycra on the bus (dative)

PTHpliHr take, sit on (imperative)

apTo6ycra pmpHiir take the bus

6exaT stop (for bus, tram, trolly)

xefuni after

6exaTzax xecum after a stop

Tyriamr get off

6HHOCH its building

pxr right (side)

TOMOHHAa on the side of
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATIONS

The conditional mood of the verb is formed by means of the suffix
ca plus one of the predicative suffixes -M, -Hr; -H, -Hrm,
-nap. Predicative suffixes mark the person of the verb forms. The
sL:ffix -ca is added to the stem of the verb, and the predicative
suffix follows it:

cna+ ca+ m > cnacam

c7pa+ ca+ Hr > cnacaHr

cna+ca > c9-paca

cna+ca+H > cnacaH

cSrpa+ ca+ min > cnacaHrH3

cna+ ca+ nap > cnacanap

'If I ask'

'If you ask'

'If he, she, asks'

'If we ask'

'If you ask'

'If they ask'

The third person singular has no predicative suffix. In some forms
of spoken Uzbek the suffix -MH3 is used instead of -H for the first
person plural:

cnacam
} 'If we ask'

cnacamin

Both HwmpacH3 and He,mpraHr are equivalent to the English 'excuse
me' or 'pardon.' The expression HesfHpacin is the present-future
tense of the verb HeIlipmog 'to excuse,' whereas He,fHpHHr is the
imperative. In spoken Uzbek, He,ixpacin is used most often by
people in urban situations.

Ke,mpacin. Cnacam mafinHmx?

'Excuse me. May I ask you something?'
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2. COMPETENCY: To ask for and give directions

SITUATION: Street

ROLES: PCV & Passerby

PCV: TUrCTI1M, era afr.cmaIcH3mra? Mapxamift Tenerpa.4) liaepra
woknaluraH?

P: Y Ha Boml x7,1ackula. Illy xraa 6911.71a6 103 meTp lopcaHnn,
Kjrie3manap HHCTHTyTH

PCV: lviapHa3m1 Tener pac i iy HHCTIITyTHHHr emummx?

P: curg. HHCTHTyTHHHr Tomomira 7TCaHr113, MapHa3Hfl
Tenerpa<pra 6opacH3.

PCV: CH3ra Harra paxmaT!

VOCABULARY:

JI'CTHM my friend (possessive)

afrrmaficHnm? can you tell, won't you tell?

Tenerpat, telegraph (office)

my that, this

67Ana6 along (postposition)

103 hundred

meTp meter

lopcaHrH3 if you go, if you walk (conditional)

}{7ne3manap manuscripts
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HHCTIITyT institute

K5,ne3manap HHCTHTyTH Institute of Manuscripts

&74/1a next to, beside (postposition)

Henn,' it will appear, (present-future)

other, opposite

Kapm Tomomira to the other side of

SrTCaHrH3 if you cross, if you pass (conditional)

6opacH3 you will come to, you will go to

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATIONS

The locative case is formed by the suffix -za, and functions to
indicate:

1. the location of an object or action in space:

Y HaBoH 'It is on Navoi Street.'

2. an action in time:

ihirmaii6aza Mex yfrila 6Maxm.

'I was at home on Sunday.'

3. the instrument or means by which an action is done:

ABTo6yciia 6opmownimax. 'I want to go by bus.'

The same idea can be expressed by a noun with a postposition:

ABTo6yc 614; lax 6opvioimimax, 'I want to go by bus.'
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The word itycTinA 'my friend' is used here as a form of address
between strargers whose arje=z Pro Rp pro yi rn.te!y the sam

PROVERB

THn liznimax

'The tongue is sharper than the sword.'
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TRANSPORTATION

Culture Note: Getting Around in Uzbekistan

Competencies:

1. To locate means of transportation

2. To ask for destination of bus

3. To purchase a bus ticket

83
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Tripirt R

TRANSPORTATION

GETTING AROUND IN UZBEKISTAN

Most people in Uzbekistan use public transportation. In big cities
there are buses, streetcars, trolleybuses, and routed and unrouted
taxis. Tashkent also has a subway. People in smaller cities and
towns rely heavily on buses and taxis. For transportation between
cities people use trains or buses. Air services are available
between major cities. Few individuals own private cars.

Tashkent has about thirty streetcar lines, nearly as many trolleybus
lines, and over one hundred bus routes. The subway, which opened in
the 1970s, has expanded rapidly.

Bus, trolleybus, and streetcar passengers can pay for each ride or
purchase monthly passes. Passes and individual tickets alike
usually are sold at newspaper stands, and passengers should
purchase them before boarding.

Taxis are plentiful in big cities. They can be hailed on the street or
ordered by telephone. Although taxi fares have risen sharply since
the collapse of the USSR, given the favorable exchange rate, they are
still cheap for Westerners.

Some cities also have routed taxis which travel along set routes and
pick up and drop off passengers along the way. These are usually
minivans which hold up to ten passengers.
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1. COMPETENCY: To locate means of transportation

SITUATION: Travel agency

ROLES: PCV & Agent

PCV: MeH Camapgarizra 6opmownimax.

A: CH3 aBTo6yc 61-inaH 6opacH3mH eHH noe3,4 6H.naH 6opacil3mie

PCV: ABTo6ycza 6opmownimax. He'ciamill aBTo6yc y maxapra
gaTHafimi?

A: Blip He,la aBTo6yc gaTHafutH. CH3 1433HHIH asTo6ycra 7THpliHr.

VOCABULARY:

Camapgaim Samarkand city

6opmokraxmax I want to go (future tense of intention)

6Hriax by, by means of, with (postposition)

6opacz3mH? will you go? (present-future)

noe3A train

HetiainH? which number?

ganiacum it goes

y malrapra to that city (dative)

He{a? how many?

6xp HeNa several

1-03HHIH number one hundred, hundredth (ordinal
numeral)
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATIONS

The future tense of intention is used to express the ideas 'want to,'
'intend to,' or 'plan to.' It is formed by means of the suffix MOKYH
which is added to the stem of the verb, along with one of the
predicative suffixes -maH, --MH3, -cEd, -nap. The third
person singular has no predicative suffix:

6op+mo}c{H+maH >6opmolmmaH 'I want to go'

6op+MOIciH4-caH >6opmoicmcaH 'You want to go'

6op+MOIcill > 6opmowili 'He, she wants to go'

6op+MOIcili+MH3 > 6opmowiHmH3 'We want to go'

6op+ MOIciH+ CH3 > 6opmoimicH3 'You want to go'

6op+ MOIVIH+ nap >6opmoiminap 'They want to go'

The word 6H.naH is a postposition which can be translated into
English as 'with,' together with,' by means of,' or 'by':

aBTo6yc 6H.naH 'by bus'

noeni 6xnaH 'by train'

Ordinal numerals are formed by adding the suffix -lull{ (after
vowels) or the suffix --HHIH (after consonants) to cardinal numerals:

HIMH + Hx111 > HHHHHt{H 'second'

6eat+HHm > 6eampfH 'fifteenth'

103+ 141-P111 > 103111PM 'hundredth'
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2. COMPETENCY: To ask for destination of bus

SITUATION: Bus station

ROLES: PCV & Ticket Seller

PCV: By aBTo6yc liaepra 6opaxH?

TS: HamaHraHra 6opazIH.

PCV: By Tempap awro6ycmH?

TS: 117g, Y awro6yc 7H MHHyT 031AHH HeTraH.

PCV: Kefimini aBTo6yc wioli HIHalum?

TS: Y coat 7H 6Hp1a HiSrHafuni.

VOCABULARY:

6opazx it goes (present future)

HamaHraHra to Namangan

Tempap express

MHHyT minute

oluxHH ago, before

Fcatiox? when?

HeTraH it left (indefinite past)

He:mini next

}HSTHafizii it leaves, sets off, goes

1
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATIONS

The indefinite past tense -ran expresses an action completed in the
past but at a time not specified. It is formed by means of the suffix
-ran added to the verb stem and followed by the predicative suffixes
-maH, -Mii3, -CH3, -nap. The third person singular has no
predicative suffix.

HeT+ raH+ maH > HeTraHmaH

HeT+ rail+ can > HeTraHcaH

HeT+raH >He Trail

HeT+ raH+ MH3 > HeTraHmH3

HeT+raH+ CH3 > HeTraHcH3

HeT+ raH+ nap > HeTraHnap

'I left.'

'You left.'

'He, she, it left.'

'We left.'

'You left.'

'They left.'

The basic function of the dative case suffix -ra is to express motion
or action toward an object. Its English equivalents include 'to,
towards':

MapHa3HPI Tenerp4ra 6opacH3.

'Central Telegraph+to go/come+will+you'

= 'You will come to the Central Telegraph Office.'

9moH3op H placxra 6opHHr.

'Chilonzor Street+its+to go +you'

= 'Go to Chilonzor Street.'
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3. COMPETENCY: To purchase a bus ticket

SITUATION: Bus station

ROLES: PCV & Ticket Seller

PCV: Ax.runHox max,pHra 6xneT }calm Typaerix?

TS: CH3ra 6xp Tomoxra 6HneT Hepaxmii, xxxx Tomoxra 6HJIeT
Hepaxmx?

PCV: Hxxx Tomoxra 6H.neT Hepax.

TS: Blip 103 6eIII CPM Typaxix,

PCV: Me lira 6HTTa 6HJIeT 6epimr.

TS: Maim onxxr. ABTo6yc coaT pH HHHH/la He Ta'.

VOCABULARY:

A11,11}1}HOH Andijan city

maxpkira to the city of (possessive, dative)

6HJIeT ticket

Typazx it costs (present-future)

Kara Typa.rai? how much does it cost?

61ip Tomoxra 6xsieT one-way ticket, ticket for one way

HepaH need, necessary

Hepaxmx? do you need, is it necessary?

HHHH Tomoxra 6xneT round-trip ticket, ticket for two ways

7189
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maim omuir here you are (imperative)

He mini it leaves, goes

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATIONS

Questions which express a choice add the particle -Mx on both verbs
and may be separated by the conjunction elm 'or':

Airro6yc ainax 6opacinmvi emi noent 61.131aH 6opacH3Ma?

'Will you go by bus or by train?'

Such constructions are normal in literary Uzbek, but in spoken Uzbek
the conjunction eHH 'or' may be omitted:

CH3ra 6Hp Tomo Hra aineT xepai-cmH, HEIM Tomo Hra 6}IneT
HepaHmH?

'Do you need a one-way ticket or a round-trip ticket?'

If both predicates are expressed by the same verb or word, then the
second predicate may be omitted and the question particle

-Mx added to the last word in the sentence:

CH3ra 6Hp Tomo }Ira 6HneT HepaHmm elm HHHH TomoHramH?

'Do you need a one-way ticket or a round-trip ticket?'

Besides the phrase Kamm Typazm? 'How much does it cost?' another
phrase is used in spoken Uzbek:

He fa c9.14 Typazl? 'How many som does it cost?'
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The dative case is formed by adding the suffix ra to a noun.
Functions of the dative innlude-

1. an indirect object of the action:

ivieH Camaprialutra 6opmolmimaH.

'I want to go to Samarkand.'

2. the idea 'for,' for the sake of':

By mrro6 x*rcnimra. 'This book is for my friend.'

PRONUNCIATION NOTES

The word map is formed by adding the possessive suffix -II to the
word maNap 'city.' This results in the disappearance of the second
vowel of maNap:

maNap+H > Lua Npm 'its city'

In addition to +ra, the dative case has the forms +Ha and +ga. When
this suffix is added to a noun ending in x, the suffix is written and
pronounced as -Ha:

311.1111{ 4- Ha 'door' > 3mHHHa 'to the door'

When a noun ends in -4i, the suffix is written and pronounced as -Ha:

HinunoH+Ha 'village' > HHI.linoglia 'to the village'

When the letter r ends a noun, it is written and pronounced as -H
with the addition of the dative suffix -Ha:

Tor + ga 'mountain' > Twig a 'to the mountain'
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PROVERB

C73zra 6oTima, zunira

'Don't look at his words, look at his actions '

(= Actions speak louder than words)

92
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Topic: 7

SOCIAL SITUATIONS

Culture Note: Talking to Uzbeks

Competencies:

1. To discuss the weather

2. To invite and respond to invitations

3. To give and respond to compliments

4. To offer and accept food and drink

5. To describe one's emotional state
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Topic 7

SOCIAL SITUATIONS

TALKING TO UzBEKS

Uzbeks are very friendly people who quickly and easily find things to
talk about with one another. Almost anywhere that people gather --
in teahouses or restaurants, on public transport, on the street, or in
each other's homes, Uzbeks will be found engaged in lively
conversation.

Uzbeks are eager to talk to foreigners. Having lived for so long in a
closed society whose government media presented a distorted
picture of the outside world, Uzbeks are fascinated by news about
life elsewhere. Of course, young educated Uzbeks are better
informed about the cultures of foreign countries than are their
cousins who live in remote villages. Nevertheless, even rural
inhabitants are happy to :.,pend hours talking to foreigners, and are
perhaps even more curious because they have been so isolated.

Uzbek conversational etiquette in the big cities is relatively close
to that in Europe. In rural areas, these conventions may be quite
different. There, certain customs regulate how men and women may
interact, with rules that vary depending on age, marital status, and
occupation. For example, it is not considered proper for single men
to engage women in one-on-one conversations, or to invite them to a
movie or to the theater. On the other hand, conversation and social
etiquette is much less restrictive between young men and women in
Tashkent and the provincial capitals.

Most urban Uzbeks can speak Russian, and many in Bukhara and
Samarkand also know Tajik. Some educated Uzbeks have studied
such European languages as English, German, and French; Hindi,
Arabic, and Urdu also have become more popular in recent years.

Speaking to Uzbeks in their native tongue is probably the best way to
win their confidence. Uzbeks have tremendous respect for
foreigners who can speak Uzbek, partially because Russians occupied
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a privileged position throughout the Soviet period, but few bothered
to 'Pam Uzbek. In 1989, however, 117hek was declared 117hekictPr.'s
state language and it began to be introduced into more spheres of
public life.
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1. COMPETENCY: To discuss the weather

SITUATION: Workplace

ROLES: PCV & Colleague

PCV: XaBo 6ynyr. 2wilip erca HepaH. '936emicTonta HS7n
erliHrapuinHH 67nazzgmH?

C: Emr Hp acocaH 6a3cop1a Ba Hynta erazEH. 23za ermirapminHH
67nmafucH.

PCV: I<HulAa Ham:tail 67nama?

C: KaHzail 6731HinHHH xyzto 6HnazH. Ea.b3aH HpII Hop erazH,
6a.b3aH Ham erazH.

VOCABULARY:

NaBO weather, air

6y.nyT cloudy, cloud

emrHp rain

emrHp ermoH to rain

erca if it falls

HepaH necessary

erca HepaH it may fall

H5rn much, many, a lot

erkuirapiHnHH rainy days

65rnazxmil? are there?, will there be?
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acocax mostly, basiGally

6ay,opza in spring

xy3zka in autumn

erazx it falls

enla in summer

6pstmaifutra there are not, there will not be

tixtuza in winter

65711HLIIHHH its being, its becoming (accusative)

xyzo God

6maztx he, she, it knows

xyzo 6xna.Ax God knows

6ai3ax sometimes

cop snow

gop ermag to snow

Ham a little

GRAMMAR EXPLANATIONS

The construction -ca xepax expresses possibility or probability. It
is equivalent to English 'may' or 'might':

EMFHp erca xepax. 'It may (might) rain.'

Kop erca Hepax. 'It may (might) snow.'

gpn erca '<epic 'It may (might) hail.'
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The predicative suffixes -M, -Hr; --zap may be added
directly to the condition :II suffix -ca:

6p.n+ca+m > qncam xepaH.

6731+,,a+Hr > 5sutcaHr

6p.ii+ca > 6ynca Hepay.

65/11+ca+H > 65,ncax 1.cepaH.

65,n+ca+HrHa >65urcaHrma Hepax.

67.n+ ca+ nap > 65,ncanap xepaH.

'I may (might) be'

'You may (might) be

'He, she may (might) be

'We may (might) be'

'You may (might) be'

'They may (might) be'

The form ermafuui contains the negative form of the present-future
tense. This construction consists of the suffix -ma which is added
between the verb stem and the tense suffix 4:

Hen+ma+fi+max > Henmakmax 'I do (will) not come'

Hen+ma+fl+caH > xenmaficali 'You do (will) not come'

xen +Ma +ft +Ax > Henmafizai 'He, she does (will) not
come'

Hen+ma+2+ MH3 > Henmailmin 'We do (will) not come'

icen+ma+ft+ CH3 > HenmaficH3 'You do (will) not come'

Ren+ma+fl+minap > Henmanainap 'They do (will) not come'
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2. COMPETENCY: To invite and respond to invitations

SITUATION: Workplace

ROLES: Colleague & PCV

C: MeH CH3HH Hwia rIpaTmamim. Kaepza 3AaiHrH3?

PVC: Kea mex 6aHz 3,aHm.

C: BH3 CH3HH cumiaH6a1a TeaTpra Ta KnH4) Bopa
onacH3mH?

PVC: )KOHHM 6HJIall! MeH Tula HyhH 67mmaii. Me H CH3HH H7J1110H
TeaTpx osmium HyTamax.

C: Amofi6! 7frii coal eTTH,r4a 6omnaHami.

VOCABULARY:

CH3HH you (accusative)

He,{a. yesterday

y {paTMaIHM I did not see, I did not meet (definite
past)

3,1413HrH3 you were (definite past)

6aH.rt busy, occupied

3AHM I was

TeaTpra to the theater

Ta Hmist iguimownimin we want to invite (present-future of
intention)

IHOHHM my soul
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moinim 6HnaH with pleasure

;rum Hpui that day

65rat free, empty

95rnnox Cholpon (famous Uzbek writer)

95*Jmo H TeaTpH Cholpon Theater

onzuma in front of (postposition)

icy Tamaz I will wait

awofni6 wonderful

play, game

xe.1 P.M., evening

eTTH seven

6oulnaHmoli to start, to be begun

6olunaHazal it will start, it will begin

GRAMMAR EXPLANATIONS

The negative form of the definite past tense is formed by means of
the suffix -ma which is added between the verb stem and the tense
suffix -zui:

ripaT+ma+zm+m > ripaTmamim

ripaT+ma+,11H+Hr > ripaTmazienir

ripaT+ ma+ Ax > ripaTmagH

'I did not meet'

'You did not meet'

'He, she did not meet'
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ripaT+ ma+ .rtH+ I< > ripaTma.rm

TipaT+ma+mi+ Hr113 > r{paTmamiHrin

ripaT+Nia+)ix+nap > rfpaTmanxnap

Topic 7

'We did not meet'

'You did not meet'

'They did not meet'

In spoken Uzbek, the first person plural suffix -MH3 is sometimes
used instead of the predicative suffix -x:

ripanda2ithm3

TipaTmazullc
} 'We did not meet'

The verb 3M01{ 'to be' is an irregular verb mainly found in forms
other than the present tense. The definite past tense forms of this
verb are:

3+ 111,1+ M > 3,axIM

3+ ZI1+ Hr > aziel.Hr

3+,zul > 3,nx

3+ jaH+ H > 3)111H

3+ MI+ Hr133 > 3)111=3

3+ zii+ nap > 3zHnap

'I was'

'You were'

'He, she, it was'

'We were'

'You were'

'They were'
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3. COMPETENCY: To give and respond to compliments

SITUATION: Workplace

ROLES: Colleague & PCV

C: 36ex alumna. wyna rannamacin.

PCV: PaNmaT I liCyna magTa6 io6opzuinn. lvien Sra6ex THJIHHH fix=
HkpamaH.

C: 736eH THJIH HHrzin TH./11,1ra sixmamafiztx. YHH ;pram= ocoH
3mac.

PCV: MeH CH31IaH mHHHaTzopmaH. CH3 HpMaH 6epMaCaHrH3, meH
p36eK THJIHHH }Hyza FIXLIIH ppraHa onmacam HepaH.

VOCABULARY:

p36ex Tn.mina in Uzbek, in the Uzbek language

rannamacin you speak

maicra6 lo6opmirin you praise, you praised

HppaMaH I like

HHI'JIH3 THJIHra to English (dative)

pxmamasiztH it is not like, it is not similar to

yHH him, her, it (accusative)

ppraHHin lea., .ig (verbal noun)

OCOH easy

CH3ZaH to you (ablative)

mHHHaTzlop grateful, thankful
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help

ilmax 6epmacam-H3 if you do not (did not) help

grpralia onmacam HepaH I might not be able to learn

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATIONS

Uzbek compound verbs consist of two or more components which
form one semantic or grammatical unit. The first component always
conveys the primary meaning whereas the second component is
usually an auxilliary verb that expresses how an action is performed
or completed.

Compound verbs have the following structures:

1. noun + verb. In this structure, the compound verb
consists of two components, the first of which is a noun
and the second an auxilliary verb indicating the
performance of the action:

x9 Max 6epmoli

pyxcaT 6epmoii

TaxnHc13.

'help + to give' = 'to help'

'permission + to give' = 'to permit'

'invitation + to do' = 'to invite'

2. adverb + verb. In this structure , the compound verb
consists of two components, the first of which is an
adverb, the second an auxilliary verb indicating the
performance of the action:

xxrux H7pmog 'well + to see' = 'to like'

3. verb + verb. In this structure , the compound verb
consists of two components, the first of which is a
gerund, and the second an auxilliary verb indicating the
manner in which the action is completed:

magTa6 io6opmog 'having praised + to send' = 'to praise'

x5103
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The phrase HSrmax 6epmacaHrH3 contains a negative conditional
form of the verb. The negative cnnriitinnql is formed by adding the
suffix -ma between the verb stem and the conditional suffix -ca:

6ep+ma+ca+m > 6Apmacam

6ep+ma+ca+Hr > 6epmacaHr

6ep +Ma +ca > 6epmaca

6ep+ma+ca+x > 6epmacax

6ep+ma+ca+HrH3 > 6epmacaHrH3

6ep+ma+ca+nap > 6epmacamp
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'If I do not give'

'If you do not give'

'If he, she does not
give'

'If we do not give'

'If you do not give'

'If they do not give'
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4. COMPETENCY: To offer and accept food and drink

SITUATION: Home of colleague

ROLES: Colleague & PCV

C: 7 3 li HrH3HH y111131-11-113ZarH,EleH >WC }(14.71HHr. livun y '{yH mima
onH6 icenaff?

PCV: KSix tioff w' H6 Hppail-IH?

C: FIXmH. gai-ucall 013}{aTHH TacTailcH3?

PCV: Xe'i lializail. MeH 6Hp coal 031111411 Tyunui owcaT emim.
FopHHM T7Ii. Kwipog oBliaTnaHamaii.

VOCABULARY:

yfamrinzani (that is) in your house

yfuninnzarwaex at home, as in your house

X;HC feeling

3gIC minmog to feel

XliC 1{111111Hr make yourself, feel

maim drinking (verbal noun)

onH6 xenaff I shall bring, let me bring

*lc green

w1H6 xppail let me drink

--,ni why don't? (particle)

wini6 xppal/-11H? why don't I drink?
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HCTafICH3 yogi (will) want

Ne.7 no, none

Nei KaHxa nothing

TyLTIHil noon (adjective)

Ty1.11HH oBgaT lunch

exam I ate

Ii0pHHM my stomach

full

gopinim Tpg I am full

xeYpo later

oagaTnaHamaii I will have dinner

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATIONS

The particle -NH has many uses in Uzbek. In the verb phrase HIH6
Hppaft-ui it is added to a verb in the first person singular
imperative mood and has the meaning 'why don't (I)?':

itsrx H' H6 'I will (let me) drink green tea.'

'xoci H'H6 Hppall-H. 'Why don't I (let me) try green tea.'

The sentence 'I am full' can be expressed by the construction gopinim
Tsni 'my stomach is full.' Its opposite form is gopHilm o' 'my stomach
is open,' or 'I am hungry.'
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A synonym of the verb oagaT emog 'to eat (a meal),' to dine' is
oBgaTmaxmow 'io dine."tc,. eat (.a meal)'!

osgaT exam

osgaTsiananm
} 'I ate,' I dined'

Topic 7

In Uzbek, new verbs may be formed by adding suffixes directly to
noun stems. Three of the most productive suffixes are the
following:

1. +.na- Hill

muna(mog)

'work'

'(to) work'

6oin 'head'

6oruna(mog) '(to) begin'

2. -4-JlaH- yff

yiknan(mog)

'home'

'(to) marry'

OB}iaT

oBgaTnan(mog)

'meal'

'(to) have a meal'

3. +slain- ran

rannam(mog)

'word'

'(to) speak, converse'

6np 'one'

6npnain(mog) '(to) unite'
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5. COMPETENCY: To describe one's emotional state

SITUATION: Host family home

ROLES: Host Family Member & PCV

HFM: CH3ra }alma 69ni:Lx? Bounninn orpicinnimm?

PCV: Me lira xe,1 Hapca 67nma1 ul. 73HMHH EXIIIH ce3RnmaH. (DaliaT
mex pecTopaHra 6opmowni 3macmax.

HFM: HHMa yvH?

PCV: Iv lex ,iainaziim. 03rima ;lam onmoimmaH.

HFM: nu tail 6Sinca, marinx. Ex= aam ommr,

VOCABULARY:

iima. 6Sur2H? what's wrong?, what happened?

6ounnirin your head

orpicurni it aches, it is aching (continuous
present)

orpzarrnimx? does it ache?, is it aching?

Hapca thing

xe% Hapca nothing

3ce% Hapca 6pmazx nothing's wrong, nothing happened

73HMH11 myself (accusative)

ce3Rnmax I feel, I am feeling
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pecTopaH restaurant

,4)a}(.a.r but, only

:Emma mil? why (not)?

'iapiaiHM I am tired

o3rinia a bit, a little

zam onmoimmax I want to rest

yxAaI 6pnca if it is so, in that case (conditional
mood)

mafum

yx.ixak 6pnca, mafinx

nam osnuir

all right

as you wish

take a rest

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATIONS

The continuous present tense indicates actions which are taking
place at the present moment. It corresponds to the English
progressive tense and may be translated as '(he) is doing' or (he)
does.' The present continuous is formed by adding the suffix Fin to
the stem of the verb , along with one of the predicative suffixes
-max, -TH; -MH3, -CH3, -Tkinap:

ce3+ Fill+ Max > ce3finmaii

ce3+ > ce3FincaH

ce3+ TH > Ce3filITH

'I feel, am feeling'

'You feel, are feeling'

'He, she feels, is feeling'

ce3+ fill+ 11113 > ce3immin 'We feel, are feeling'
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ce3+ RII+ CH3 > Ce3FIIICH3 'You feel, are feeling'

ce3+Rn+Trdnap > cemnalinap 'They feel, are feeling'

he phrase /lam onmog is a compound verb which consists of two
components: a noun ;lam 'rest' and an auxilliary verb onmog 'to take':

Mel' %al:mm.1m. 03rima Aam onmownimax.

'I am tired. I want to rest a bit.'

PROVERB

CH aT THnacaHr, }qui ema;
H33aT ninacaHr, H5rn zema.

'If you want health, don't eat a lot.
If you want respect, don't talk a lot'.
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COMMUNICATIONS

Culture Note: The Telephone

Competencies:

1. To mail a letter or parcel

2. To get one's party on the line

3. To leave a phone message

4. To order and make an international phone call
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Topic a

COMMUNICATIONS

THE TELEPHONE

Telephones are a very important means of communication in
Uzbekistan, but the network is not as widespread as in Western
industrialized countries. While phones exist in almost all
government offices, they are rare in private homes, except in
Tashkent and provincial centers.

Uzbekistan's phone system is in need of a major overhaul. The best
telephone service is in Tashkent. Cities and towns have phone
booths on the street but they are undependable because they are
often broken or out-of-order.

It is possible to dial and place a call from one phone to another
within a village, but a call to another village or to a city requires
the operator's assistance. It is generally much easier to place calls
from offices and home phones in cities than from the village.

To make a call to a distant location, it is often necessary to call the
Telephone and Telegraph Office. Operators at this office will place
a call on a reservation basis and then will phone the person placing
the call when the connection is made. The Central Telephone and
Telegraph Office will place calls to foreign countries, including the
USA.

Although telephone books exist, they are never available at public
phones, and they are generally very difficult to locate. Hotels
sometimes have a copy.
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1. COMPETENCY: To mail a letter or parcel

SITUATION: At the post office

ROLES: PCV & Postal Clerk

PCV: Mei.' 6y nocHnHami racyr Spinal' lo6opmoimmax.

PC: Kaepra loSopacm?

PCV: Amepiniazani 1tS7cTilmra.

PC: YmiHr 'pizza HHmanap Sop?

PCV: Yin= waLaa Hmurra aTnac Hkfinax, 6HTTa IonoH, 6Hp He Ia.
iiknIni Ba 6HTTa xaT Sop.

PC: Iloc Hmiazta xaT loSopHin mymiimi 3mac. XaTHH anoxima
IHkHaTHHr.

VOCABULARY:

nocHnHaHH parcel (accusative)

Ti Kri airplane

rigri 6HnaH airmail, by plane

loSopmolvaimax I want to send

io6opacH3 you (will) send

Amepimazarx (who is) in America

Akcnimra to my friend

wavla in its inside (postposition)

lizmanap? what (things)?
113
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131{HHT2 two (items)

aTriac atlas (brightly colored silk cloth)

Nginax dress

YOIIOH robe (knee-length robe worn by Uzbeks)

6Hp Fiela several

*mai cap (skull-cap worn by Uzbeks)

nocHnicaza in a parcel (locative)

anoKaza separately

HiSrliannir send

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATIONS

In Uzbek, indefinite pronouns are formed by several means:

1. the numeral 6xp 'one' before on9 of the interrogative
pronouns xela. 'how many' or }calm. 'how much':

6xp xeHa 'several'

6Hp gamia 'some, certain'

The indefinite pronoun 6xp xeNia 'several' is used before
nouns that can be counted:

bxp xe,la 2:(7nrix bop. 'There are several caps.'

The indefinite pronoun 6xp lialria 'some, certain' is used
before nouns that cannot be counted:

6Hp gaina Baicr '(for) some time'
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2. the numeral 6rapop 'one' before one of the interrogative
pronouns Hyrax 'person' or the word T.Y.pr.a. 'thing':

6xpop }mum 'somebody, someone'

6xpoy., 'something

The interrogative pronouns xiim 'who' and inima 'what' are used in the
singular as well as in the plural:

mimnap 'who (among several persons)?'

mimanap 'what (among several things)?'

YHHHr immanap 6op? 'What things are inside it?

There are many synonyms in Uzbek. Instead of using the same word
twice in a speech, Uzbeks try to use its synonym, as they dislike
repetition: The verbs lo6opmog and aqHaTmoii are synonyms:

KeIa xanni }o6opztHm.

Keia xaTHH >H7HaTium.

CyB IMILLIHH xoNnaffmaii.

CyB immix HcTafimax.

} 'I sent the letter yesterday.'

'I want to drink water.'
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2. COMPETENCY: To get one's party on the line

SITUATION: On the telephone

ROLES: Receiver & PCV

R 3uarramax.

PVC: Anno. By eT1,111111 T5TT 'H yY ORTMHLTI 6HpMH?

R Xe,

PVC: licmHm - Tom KapEcoff. Mex OTa6eH 6anaH rannammomaimax.

R: OTa6ex No3mp yfuia K. Y 6Hp coaTzaH Nefam yfula 6paap.

PVC: Exam. Mei{ yHra He' coat (MTH FI mmza TeRectiox gmamaii.

VOCABULARY:

na66aff yes?, what did you say?

anurramax I hear (you)

anno hello? (used only on the telephone)

eTMHILI TkpT seventy -four

9H yY thirteen

OTITMH111 6Hp sixty-one

Kapncoli Carlson

OTa6ex Otabek

rannammoquimax I want to speak

11E
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No3Hp right now, now

coa-rnaH from an hour (ablative)

6Hp coaTzam Hefum in (after) an hour

6pnap he will probably be (future tense of
probability)

yHra him (dative)

Rpm half

OJITH apramzta at six-thirty

Tenectxmi telephone

Tenecl)ox imnamax I will phone, I will call

GRAMMAR EXPLANATIONS

The future tense of probability or posibility is formed by means of
the suffix -p (after vowels) or -ap (after consonants) and the
predicative suffixes. This tense may be translated '(he) will
probably do,' (he) may do,' or '(he) might do':

Huina+p+max > munapmax

xuina +p +cax > HainapcaH

Hinna+p > Huinap

Haula+p+mila > Hainapmx3

HI1131a+p+ CH3 > munapcH3

ranna+p+nap > Huinapnap
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'You will probably work'

'He, she, it will probably
work'

'We will probably work'

'You will probably work'

'They will probably work'
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The third person singular has no predicative suffix. The third person
Own! predicativp cuffiy. -nap is not used in 91_,:lisen

OTa6ex 6Hp coaTzaH Heffm yfiza 55map.

'Oiabek will probably be home in an hour.'

Ynap 6xp coaTgali Hefimi yfina 65map.

'They will probably be home in an hour.'
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3. COMPETENCY: To leave a phone message

SITUATION: On the telephone

ROLES: PCV & Receiver

PCV: AJIJ10. Mei.' npociDeccop Hoimpa &max rannammowm 3,4Hm.

R rIpocl)eccop Homipa Nonip AlutxwouAa. Y 3pTara Toumewrra
lialiTH6 xezazu.

PCV: Plwrupma HHHHIPIII Mal Rpm Tana6asiap 6unaH ripamyB
67JIIIIIIIIHH afrru6 ii7ficaHr143.

R clurupma xxxxwm wyma xylm 67Razu mu?

PCV: T7nna-T7rpH. YIpamyB wyma Hyxx 3pTana6 coat 5,Kria
6olunaxx6, coal 7H =Giza Tyrakmi.

VOCABULARY:

npoceccop professor

Houlipa Nodira

rannammowm 31113M 1 would like to speak

AH,rtmEoll Andijan (city)

/intim() Hza in Andijan

3pTara tomorrow

gafrru6 Henami she will return

fixrupma HHHHH1114 twenty-second (ordinal)
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mail May

Tana 6a student

ripainyB meeting

65snumm its being (accusative)

wyma Friday

afrrn6 gpficam-H3 would you tell

6pnalirm? is it?, will it be?

Tprina-Tprpn correct

3pTana.6 in the morning

6ouinanx6 it will start, having started (past gerund)

Tyrafinx it will end

GRAMMAR EXPLANATIONS

The superlative or emphatic degree of an adjective is formed by partial
reduplication of the first syllable of the adjective:

T5rrpH 'right, correct' ilnna-TSrrpn 'exactly right'

If the first syllable of the adjective ends in a vowel, the consonant -
p is added to form a superlative or emphatic word:

lill3HJI 'red' Ii}111-1{11311.71 'bright red'

gopa 'black' con -copa 'pitch black'

capng 'yellow' can-capng 'bright yellow'
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The past gerund is formed by means of the suffix -6 (after vowels)
or -H6 (after consonants). The oast neruncl may he translateri intc
English as 'having done'; 'doinc and'; or 'doing':

gafrr+H6 > gaff-1116 ''.avinn returned, returning'

afcr+H6 > afrni6 'having told, telling'

krna+6 > Haina6 'having worked, working'

When the suffix -caHrm3 is added to the final verb in a sentence, it is
equivalent to English 'would you?'

aciTH6 FOrficaHrin 'would you tell?'
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4. COMPETENCY: To order and make an international
!theme nal!

SITUATION: On the telephone

ROLES: PCV & Operator

PCV: Anno. Ey onepatopmx?

onepatop CH3HH

PCV: Iviemixr teneclaomam OJITMHILI HHHH HHHH - 03-ITMHIII
t7pt. MeH Ameplima 6HnaH rannammoicuimax.

Q Xo3Hp fqrst 6aHz.

PCV: IintHmoc, 6yIopTMa 1{a6y.11 liktramr. Tene4)ox pagamm --
camma }03 HHHH camun 103 3nnxx 6ent - kranipma HHHH
7TTH3

Q ByloptmaHrH3HH mutamax. bHp coat KytHurinirx3
HepaH 6p.na,rm.

VOCABULARY:

ortepatop operator

onepatopme is this the operator?

he, she hears you (continuous present)

Tenect.o}mm my phone (number)

OJITMHIII HHHH sixty-two

HHHH forty-two

OJITMHILI T9PT sixty-four
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fiSrn line, way

6yIopTMa (reservation for a) call, order

1ia6yn RH.Junir place

pagamm its number

Tene4ox paliamil telephone number

caxxin 103 Pli H1{1{11 eight-hundred-twelve

camun 103 3.yunix Gem eight-hundred-fifty-five

fmnipma HHHH twenty-two

SrTT133 rf thirty-three

6popTmaHrH3HH your order (accusative)

1ia6yn iiHnamaii I will place, I will reserve, I will book

HyTIIIIIHHITI3 your waiting

HepaH 67.nazil will have to, will be necessary
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GRAMMAR EXPLANATION

The future of necessity expresses the idea 'to have to'. It is formed
with a verbal noun and xepax 'necessary' and 67na2 s 'it will be.' To
indicate person, the possessive suffixes -sm. -Hsr, -H;

-11}1123, -naps are added to the verbal noun:

PROVERB

HyTHui + HM > HyTHILIIIM Hepax 67naAH

'I (will) have to wait.'

Hr.= +Hsr > HyTHalsHr sepal{ 65rna,rm

'You (will) have to wait.'

HyTHin +H > smalls sepal{ 6p.na,ri

'He, she (will) have to wait.'

HyTHIll +HM113 > HyTI3IIIHMH3 sepal{ 67naAH

'We (will) have to wait.'

HyTHLII +11Hr113 > xyTHIIIHHrH3 ICepaH 6ynaas

'You (will) have to wait.'

'<Tr= +naps > HyTHHInapH sepal{ 6Via,ris

'They (will) have to wait.'

7TraH Hiura ITHHHma.

'Do not regret what is past.'

(= Don't cry over spilt milk.)
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MEDICAL

Culture Note: Getting Help When You Need It

Competencies:

1. To respond to questions about illness

2. To ask about health hazards

3. To report an emergency

125
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To p O

MEDICAL

GETTING HELP WHEN YOU NEED IT

The law in Uzbekistan stipulates that medical services for all the
country's citizens are free. However, it must also be noted that the
level and quality of medical care in general are not very high and are
quite low in most rural areas.

All medical institutions including clinics, dispensaries, and
hospitals -- are state-operated. They lack much of the medical
equipment, instruments, and medicines that are routinely found in
Western medical establishments. For this reason, medical research
in Uzbekistan is not up to the modern world standard, and diagnosis
and treatment are primitive.

All citizens of Uzbekistan are registered at a clinic near their
residences, and if they need a doctor, they go to that same clinic.
Although clinic doctors do make house calls, they generally do so
only for children, elderly people, and those with serious injuries or
illnesses. Others must go to the clinic and wait for an available
doctor. Of course, in extraordinary circumstances one can call an
ambulance. The ambulance service in cities is relatively good, but in
rural areas it is poor.

Those who want to become doctors study at medical institutes for
six years. Most doctors, however, are poorly paid. This negatively
affects their desire to work hard and their ability to give their
patients high-quality care.

Recently, some private clinics have been opened where patients pay
for medical services. But it is still unclear how widespread these
will become.

Pharmacies in Uzbekistan are experiencing severe shortages of
medicines. Foreigners working in or traveling to Uzbekistan, even
for a short time, should take along any needed medicines and
especially disposable syringes.
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1. COMPETENCY: To respond to questions about illness

SITUATION: A clinic

ROLES: PCV & Doctor

PCV: BOIIIHM orpluurni. Hcwrmam 6op. 73HM1111 eMOH ce3HIIMaH.
Byryx Huira 6opa onmaxmm.

D: T emnepaTypaHni3ma 7JviazraHrrinmx?

PCV: a, 7Jriazaim. TemnepaTypam 7TTI13 CaHHH3 6yTyH Ba
711.4aH ORTH zapalica.

Hyliyp Hacpac OJIHHI". OF3Hill"H3HH crumr. Tomorminn
iimapx6x(H. TyMOB 67JIH6c113.

VOCABULARY:

orpiumm it is aching (continuous present)

6ounim orpHRIITH I have a headache, my head is aching

Hcwrmam my fever

eMOH bad

ce3anmax I am feeling

Hrura to work

6opa onmaxmm I could not go

TemnepaTypaHrH3HH your temperature (accusative)

7sna1 nirin you took, you measured

7JriazraHrH3mH? did you take?, did you measure?
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5ca yes

p'sr,faxxm I measured

TeMnepaTypaM my temperature

S;'TT113 CaHHH3 thirty-eight

6Tryx whole, entire

Srxxax OJITH six-tenths (fraction)

xapaaca degree

VIWP deep, deeply

xacl)ac ornmr take a breath, breathe

or3mirx3xx your mouth (accusative)

oYHxr open

TOMOFTHrH3 your throat

xmapx6xx it seems to be enflamed (past tense of
inference)

TyMOB a cold

67.71116cm you seem to have (past tense of inference)

GRAMMAR EXPLANATIONS

The past tense of inference or hearsay is formed by the suffix -6
(after vowels) or -H6 (after consonants) and the predicative
suffixes max, -cax, -xx; -MH3, -CH3, -zmnap:

H6+maii > mx6max 'it seems (they say that) I

drank'
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Ni+ H6+ cam > Hmi6caH 'it seems (they say that) you
drank'

HI4-116+2:tH > H iH6Rx 'it seems (they say that) he,
she drank'

Trill+136+ MH3 > 1311116M113

H6+ CH3 > IP1116C113

IN+ H6+ minap > InH6mulap

'it seems (they say that) we
drank'

'it seems (they say that) you
drank'

'it seems (they say that)
they drank'

This tense expresses a reported action or occurrence or one that is
inferred by the speaker:

T ymoB 6711116cm.

'It seems that you have a cold.'

mewoH Hemi6zl.

'They say that the guest came yesterday.'

Reflexive pronouns are formed by adding possessive suffixes to the
word p'3:

73+1.1M > 73HM 'myself'

73+ HHr > 5'311111" 'yourself'

73+H > gr3H 'himself,' herself,"itself'
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73+ zmin > 7314M113 'ourselves'

73+ inirm > 731,1HrH3 'yourself,' yourselves'

3 4-napes , maim 'themselves'

The word 73 without a possessive suffix is used in the meaning
'own':

73 HHTO6HM

lrro6mir

73 HHTO6H

'my own book'

'your own book'

'his, her own book'

PRONUNCIATION NOTE

When a possessive suffix is added to a noun ending in the consonant
the consonant is often pronounced and written as -r:

Tomcni+xm > TOMOFHM 'my throat'

TOMog IIHr113 > TOMOFIIHril3 'your throat'
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2. COMPETENCY: To ask about health hazards

SITUATION: A clinic

ROLES: PCV & Doctc.Ir

PVC: ,I:osTop, mes 1-i0ByH eras 3,asm. Icopssm orpHsnTs.

KOByHHHHr ycTsztas coBys cyB alms 3/111Hrli3MH?

PVC: MeH wiras 3Z1111,4. 2mox 6naziims?

D: MeBa e6, coByli cyB HYHiu cornss y 'IyH 3apap.

VOCABULARY:

zowrop doctor

eras 31ZIM I ate, I had eaten (perfect past)

OrpHIIIITH it is aching

ycTszas on top of (postposition)

1-i0ByHHHHI' yCTICE(aH on top of the melon

inras 3,11HHITI3 you drank, you had drunk (perfect past)

w{raH 3zminumH? did you drink?, had you drunk?

kyiras 3JIHM I drank, I had drunk

erefos 65nazsms? is it bad?, will it be bad?

e6 eaten and, having eaten and (past gerund)

drinking (verbal noun)

COr.7114K health

1
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cormix riyx for (your) health

3apap harmful

GRAMMAR EXPLANATIONS

The perfect past tense is formed by adding the past participle -rail
to a verb in combination with the irregular verb 3M01i (3AHM. 3zuuir,
3AH; 3Z1,11{, 3Amirx3, namap). This tense may be translated as
'have done,' had done,' or 'done':

eraH 9;:tHm

era ncHlir

era nal

era"' 3/11-11{

erax nanirin

era namap

'I have (had) eaten'

'you have (had) eaten'

'he, she has (had) eaten'

'we have (had) eaten'

'you have (had) eaten'

'they have (had) eaten'

The negative of this tense is formed by adding the suffix -NI a
between the stem of the verb and the past participle suffix:

e+ma+ram 3Z1IM > emaraH 3ZHM 'I have (had) not eaten'

e+ma+ram nLimr > emaraH 3;:umr 'you have (had) not
eaten'

e+ma+raH 3AH > emaram 3AH 'he, she have (had) not
eaten'
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It expresses an action completed in the distant past or before
another action was nompleted:

ABBan goByx eras waim. Kefum cosy} cyB 3,ruim.
IllyT47.1.ail Ref UM liopHlim orpHini.

'First I had eaten melon Then I had drank cold water. After
that my stomach hurt.'
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3. COMPETENCY: To report an emergency

SITUATION: Host family home

ROLES: PCV & uost family member

PCV: Tea xtowrop onacH3mH?

HFM: HHMa 6pn,rtH? Hera 111011IHJIMICH3?

PCV: MeHHHr gpc.rHm Hacan 65,Jui6 }comm. Y loparmaa orpHii
ce3AnTH. AxsonH >HHz.ruifi.

HFM: YHztafi 67nca, 6H3 llla6aT zowropra Ten4oH 1{113111111HMH3

mapT.

VOCABULARY:

Te3 quickly, quick, fast

Ha}Hpa onacH3mH? could you call?

Hera? why?

1110111}1JIFIIIC113 you are in a hurry

Hacan 67nH6 TionzH he suddenly got sick

loparHza in his, her heart

orpmi pain

Ce3filITH he, she feels, is feeling (continuous
present)

aKsonH his, her condition

}RH/ lzHil serious
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ILIa6aT Shabat

Tene4)oH gliJIHLIIHM133 our phoning (possessive)

mapT must

GRAMMAR EXPLANATIONS

Uzbek uses a construction consisting of two verbs to express the ideaof 'to be able,' can.' The first verb has the present gerund suffix
-a (after consonants) or -A (after vowels) and the second verb is theauxiliary verb onmog, In this construction, the tense and predicative
suffixes are added to the stem of the auxiliary verb:

lag xp+a on+a+max > ,iagHpa onamaH

'I can (am/will be able to) call'

lag Hp+a oni-a+caH > ,{a}ilipa onacaH

'you can (are/will be able to) call'

lag Hp+a on+a+.7:111 > fa.glipa ona,rui

'he, she can (is/will be able to) call'

M1+11 on+a+mH3 > grigifi onamH3

'we can (are/will be able to) read'

7}{H+11 on-f-a+cH3 > Mill onacH3

'you can (are/will be able to) read'

plcx+ft on+a+mistap > plim1 onumnap

'they can (are/will be able to) read'
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The negative of this construction is formed by adding the suffix -m a
to the stem of the auxiliary verb:

,{a}{Hpa on+ma+fli-max > tiamipa o.nmailmax 'I cannot call'

91 HH oz+ma+fi-, tviak: > orimakmax 'I cannot read'

When lionmoic is the second verb of a compound verb, it adds the
meaning 'suddenly' to the action of the first verb:

Mex Hacan

Cex xacan 65,n116 lionzumr.

g5rCTHM Hacan 6SinH6

PROVERB

'I suddenly got sick.'

'You suddenly got sick.'

'My friend suddenly got sick.'

KirmlipnaraH Imp omap.

'Even the one who crawls crosses the hill.'
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SHOPPING

Culture 19- .a: Markets and Stores in Uzbekistan

.-petencies:

1. To ask for items, prices and quantities

To bargain for items

3. To shop at a state store
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Topic 10

SHOPPING

MAkKE IS AND STORES IN uLBEKISTAN

Under the Soviet economic system all major stores were owned and
operated by the state. But even in those days most Uzbeks preferred
to buy food at the bazaars, or open markets, from individual farmers.
Even though the price in the bazaars often was two or three times
higher than that in the state stores, the quality usually was far
superior. Today, the selection in state stores remains poor.

Another problem encountered in shopping in state stores is that the
customer must select an item, wait in line to pay for it, and then
pick up the item. In addition, the usually impatient sales people are
reluctant to allow customers to inspect the goods for sale prior to
buying them.

There is no equivalent to the American supermarket in Uzbekistan.
Food stores generally specialize in specific products such as meat,
fruits and vegetables, bread, or fish.

For centuries before the Soviet era, Uzbek private craftsmen were
famous for the cloths, rugs, footwear, and jewelry which they
produced and sold. Local production not only satisfied local needs,
but it was sufficient for export to neighboring lands. The most
developed industrial products were silks, cottons, and leather goods.

Under Soviet rule, however, all factories and stores which produced
and sold manufactured goods became part of the state system, and
private ownership of factories and trade in manufactured goods
were prohibited. This destroyed the economy which had been based
on a long tradition of craftsmanship.

In the early 1990s, some manufactured goods began to be produced
by the private sector. Today, there are a few private stores in the
big cities that sell manufactured goods. Some of these stores sell
goods for "Soviet" money still in circulation. Because the prices in
these shops are so high, however, few ordinary citizens can afford
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to shop in them. Other private shops sell goods only for foreign
currency (dollars. pounds. marks, etc.), but goods in the chops are
also beyond the reach of the average citizen, who receives a monthly
salary in rubles from the state.

Because shortageo cf food products and certain manufactured goods
appeared in Uzbekistan following its independence, state stores
began to require citizens to pay for certain goods with ration
coupons issued by the republic. Citizens receive these coupons every
month from their workplace along with their salary. Without these
coupons it is impossible to buy many necessities at state stores.

When in the markets, Uzbeks always shop around and bargain over
prices of goods. If a vendor's initial price for something is ten
rubles, he will usually sell it for five. Moreover, prices at the
market fluctuate throughout the day, so the price of an item in the
morning may be higher than in the afternoon or vice versa.

The basic monetary unit in Uzbekistan is the som, which is
equivalent to the unit of the Russian ruble. One som, which may be
either paper or coin, is equal to 100 tiyin, which are coin. Plans call
for the introduction of a new currency known as the tanga in the
near future. Uzbeks formerly used the gold tanga as their basic unit
of currency.
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1. COMPETENCY: To ask for items, prices and quantities

SITUATION: Market

ROLES: PCV & Seller

PCV: By lializaft aHop, oTa?

S: By Ky Barnum Hopzox aHopx. CH3ra gaimail meBa Repax?

PCV: Me lira 3Hr atxpini meBa xepax. Y3yM He,{a. c'M? Hox-IH?

S: Y3ymmir 6Hp HHJIOCH PH CPM, HOH Nam my Hapx,aa. Kpri
ozcalirm, ap3011 Hapxza. 6epamax.

VOCABULARY:

axop pomegranates

KyBa Kuva (place name)

Hointox sour, bittersweet

KYBailluir Hopzox aHopH sour pomegranate of Kuva

3iir most

3Hr IIIHpHH sweetest, the most sweet

Y3Ym grapes

HOH pears

-,IH what about? (particle)

HOH-1.1H? what about the pears?

HHJIO kilo, kilogram
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6Hp minocH per kilo

xam my the same, also that

Hapxza price (locative)

OJICaHrH3 if you buy, if you take (conditional)

ap30H lower, cheap

6epamax I will sell, I will give

GRAMMAR EXPLANATIONS

The comparative degree of adjectives is formed by adding the suffix
-poi to the stem of an adjective:

Hccini+ pog > Hcanipog 'warmer'

coByli+pog > coBygpog 'colder'

The superlative degree of adjectives is formed by placing the word
3Hr 'most, very' before an adjective:

3Hr ILIHpHH 'sweetest'

3Hr glimmaT 'most expensive'

Sometimes, especially in spoken Uzbek, the word H{ yza 'very, too' is
used instead of 3Hr :

}Fty;:ca ILIlipHH = 3Hr IIIIWIIH 'sweetest'

}itylLa icHmmaT = 3Hr IiHmmaT 'most expensive'
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Another function of the particle is to form a question meaning
'what about?' !n this meaning the particle may be added t one """"4
noun predicates:

liox-,111? 'What about the pears?'

When added to the conditional suffix -ca, this particle has the
meaning 'what (happens) if?':

Kenmaca-,m? 'What if he, she does not come?'
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2. COMPETENCY: To bargain for items

SITUATION:

ROLES:

Market

PCV & Seller

PVC: Xona, HHHirra zprimul 103 qmra 6epacH3mH?

S: IM 103 cSrmra 6pnmaftgx. Ma Simi, CH3 6Hp 103 fiHrlipMa c5'm
6epa gonimr. By zprilinap gynxIa nmnraH.

PVC: X711. Blip 103 7H CPA 6epcaM, p03HMHCH3?

S: MafinH, 6onam. Mexmox 31{3. HcH3. Pommax. EapaHa Tommr!

VOCABULARY:

xona

,u5rnnHHH

6epacH3MH?

103 cpwra

6Hp 103 filinipma

6epa }ion=

ilnza

THHHJIraH

6Hp 103 71.1

6epcaM

p0311

aunt (form of address)

cap (accusative)

will you sell

for 100 rubles (dative)

one hundred-twenty

you may pay, please pay

by hand (locative)

sewn

one hundred-ten

if I pay (conditional)

satisfied, pleased
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po3HmicH3? do you agree?, are you satisfied?

6onam my child (form of address)

isefewoH guest

3HaHCH3 after all, you are

p0311MaH I agree

6apaHa abundance

Tom= find

6apaHa Tomir! good luck to you!

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATIONS

The words xona and 6onam are forms of address. Xona 'aunt' is used
by younger people to address unknown older women and the word
6onam 'my child' is used by older men and women to address younger
people:

PO3HMHCH3, xona? 'Do you agree, aunt?'

Mai Inkr, 6onam. 'All right, my child.'

When the irregular verb form 3Hall is used as a component of a noun
predicate, it may be translated 'seem,' seems,"after all,'
'apparently':

CH3 mexmox 3HaHCH3. 'After all, you are a guest.'
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The predicative suffixes -Max, -caH; -MH3, -CH3, -nap may be
added directly to the irregular form 3I.can

Mex cor 3}ra }max.

feu cor

Y cor 3xax.

BH3 COF 3HaHMH3.

CH3 cor 3xaxcx3.

Ynap cor 31.CaHnap.

PRONUNCIATION NOTE

seem to be healthy.'

'You seem to be healthy.'

'He, she seems to be healthy.'

'We seem to be healthy.'

'You seem to be healthy.'

'They seem to be healthy.'

The compound verb 6epa xonmir consists of the present gerund
6epa 'giving' and the auxiliary verb xonmir 'to stay.' The first verb
in the compound carries the primary meaning, while 1{0JIM01{ adds the
meaning of permission or a request. When xonmox expresses a
request, the vowel in the second syllable is pronounced longer:

CH3 6xp 103 fiHrHpma cp.m 6epa xonmir.

'You may pay 120 rubles.' (permission)

MeHra HHT0611Hril3HH 6epa

'Please give me your book.' (request)
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3., COMPETENCY: To shop at a state store

SITUATION: State store

ROLES: PCV & Salesperson

PCV: IcIfinagnap coTHRaxi?

S: MeH CH3HHHr xrnmaTHgrinra Tailopmag. CH3ra HHMa Impala

PCV: Meg mama 6y g5rilsiaggH gnmogIm szaim. By g5rfulaxmnir og
palm' 6opmx?

S: Xa, 6op. Mama 6y narrazaH giumgrag.

PCV: By era moc Henmaffli. EHrH Igyzia Haim 3gag. KaTraporm
6opmx?

S: CH3ra )caBo par egamamil?

PCV: EHp gppaft-w? By pair megra egazuf. 7311 NaM era moc.
Meg 6ygri onamag. YHH Srpa6 6epHHr.

VOCABULARY:

g5rutax shirt, dress

gailcH? which?

6pnimxta in a department

COTHJIaJELH it is sold

xinmannirinra at your service (dative)

Tarep ready

ilpmog,{H num I would like to see
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og white

paHrH its color

narrazaH of cotton (ablative)

IiHniniraH made

moc Henmafizx it does not fit

eHrH its sleeves

Han Ta short

HaTTapog bigger

HaTTaporx bigger one (possessive)

Na. Bo palm! blue

6Hp xgrpaft-H? why don't I give it a try?

MOC fitting, suitable

5,pa6 6epHHr wrap it up (for me)

GRAMMAR EXPLANATIONS

The construction -maim! nui expresses desire and may be translated
'would like to':

MeH main. 6y x572naHmi x5Tmoicm azilim.

'I would like to see this shirt.'
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In this construction, the predicative suffixes -M, -Hr; -H, -HrH3, -nap
are added to the irregular verb form a nH

meH HppmoHaH ezHm

CeH Hppiviot-vm :74-Htir

y HppmoHut exal

6H3 Hppmot-cat 3,r1HH

CH3 HPpM01{1111 3,1113HrH3

ynap Hppmowm eminap

'I would like to see'

'you would like to see'

'he, she would like to see'

'we would like to see'

'you would like to see'

'they would like to see'

To express the idea of 'to like,' the dative suffix -ra is added to
personal pronouns before the verb form egaAH:

era egazit

ceHra eHanH

yHra egazH

6H3ra egazH

cH3ra egazul

ynapra egamt

'I like'

'you like'

'he, she likes'

'we like'

'you like'

'they like'

The phrase era moc 'it fits me' has the same structure as era
egazH.

PROVERB

111HpHH enroHzaH xamigaT EM1111.

'The bitter truth is better than a sweet lie.'
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PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION H

Culture Note: Living in Uzbekistan

Competencies:

1. To identify self and describe Peace Corps assignment

2. To describe Peace Corps' role in Uzbekistan

3. To describe work and education background
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PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION II

LAVING IN UZBEKISTAN

Although much of its territory was part of the Russian empire for
130 years, Uzbekistan is today an independent country which is
again part of the East. Despite Soviet policies, Uzbeks have
preserved their own customs, culture, and language, in short, their
"Uzbekness." Guests in the republic will enjoy both the people and
the land.

Most of Uzbekistan has a warm and dry climate. The wettest months
of the year are April and May. By the end of May daytime
temperatures are already high, often in the upper 80s. The period
between June 25 and August 5 is called chilla (the forty days of
summer) or saratan in Uzbek. During this period it is hot throughout
Uzbekistan, with daytime temperatures generally in the upper 90s;
temperatures of 100 to 105 degrees are also common.

Many people who come to Uzbekistan from abroad are accustomed to
drinking cold beverages when it is hot. Uzbeks, on the other hand,
quench their thirst with hot tea. Westerners may find this practice
odd, but it has evolved over millenia of experience. In Uzbekistan, it
is recommended not to eat too much fruit in the summer, and
certainly not to drink cold water afterward.

In the autumn the days are warm, but temperatures cool off
considerably in the evenings. At this time of year the rural
population is extremely busy with the harvest of cotton, fruits, and
vegetables. When the harvest is finished, the "wedding season"
begins. Preparations for wedding celebrations may take years to
complete. Wedding festivities typically last several days and in
villages often include traditional Central Asian wrestling contests
and an equestrian sport called uloq where riders attempt to pick up a
sheep or goat carcass and carry it to a designated point. In urban
areas, wedding celebrations are more similar to those in Russia and
Europe.
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The cold months in Uzbekistan include December, January, and
February, when it snows and temnerathres are in the 20s.

One of Uzbekistan's best known holidays is Navroz, which is the
Persian word for "new year " The Navroz celebration takes place at
me time of the ;,tiring equinox on March 21 or 22. This festival has
been celebrated in the country since pre-Islamic times. It includes
performances of song, music, and dance throughout Ilzbekistan.
Sp.-Jcial foods are also prepared and distributed to friends and
neighbors.
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1. COMPETENCY: To identify self and describe Peace
Corps .9 ssionment

SITUATION: Government office

ROLES: Uzbek Government Official & PCV

ucia Accanomy anafgm! MeH Capimryn ZazawoH mi3Hmax. CH3
AmepiianmimilcH3?

PCV: Xa, Tonzunirx3. MeH K9 -uIMa 1.11TaTnap May=
Kopnycmumr a-b3ocHmaH. HcMHM - Bap6apa BepHep.

U30. AmeputazaH lqrn Hmux Henralump, myHAafimx?

PCV: 736eHHCTO.fira T HIM= Kopnyclumuir fiHnipma 6em
x9-HriuunicH Henram BH3736eic m16xnapmoHnapira mom{
HopxoHanap Tallman 3Txruua epzam 6epmoivasun.

VOCABULARY:

Capmryn Sarvigul (female proper name)

Dadajan (family name)

liH3H his daughter (element of family name)

Amepinianim American

TOMIIIHrH3 you guessed it

THirunix KopnycH Peace Corps

THHIHHH KopnycHHHHr of the Peace Corps

a13OCH its member

Eap6apa Barbara
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Bep Hep Werner

HHILIH person

xenralump evidently have come (past tense of
probabi;ity)

atyliztaftme is that right?, is it so?

Manipma 6em twenty-five

Hpurmum volunteer

rantninapmoii businessman

p36ex mu6ranapmoHnapHra to Uzbek businessmen

xtvaix small

Hopxolia enterprise

TaLLIHHJI 3THInza in organizing

eintam 6epmownimx3 we want to help

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATIONS

Under Soviet rule all Uzbek family names were formed with Russian
suffixes: 1. the suffix -oB (after consonants) or -eB (after vowels)
were added to masculine names; 2. the suffix -oBa (after
consonants) or -eBa (after vowels) was added to feminine names.

Before Soviet rule Uzbeks formed family names with Uzbek words
like prnit 'his son' for masculine and IcH3H 'his daughter' for feminine
names. Since Uzbekistan became independent many Uzbeks have been
getting rid of the alien suffixes in their names:

CapaHryn Zazalicoli }c}1311 'Sarvigul Dadajan's daughter'
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Some Uzbeks are adopting another former means of expressing
family names that pmplcys nn suffix or worni

3oHlip Komip

Joi-cHp Kozmplul

3olaip Koz Hp PFJIH

The past tense of probability expresses an uncertainty on the part of
the speaker concerning an action completed in the past. It may be
translated by adding English words like 'perhaps,' possibly,'
'probably,' apparently,' or 'evidently' to the past tense:

AmepHicazaH H5Tn mum' Henraiump.

'Evidently, many people have come from America'

This tense is formed by adding the suffix -zap to the past participle
in -rail along with one of the predicative suffixes Max,

-MH3, -CH3, -nap:

afk.r+raii+ zHp+ Max > afrrraliziipmax

'perhaps (possibly) I said'

afrr +rax+zulp+caH > afiTraiumpcaH

'perhaps (possibly) you said'

a T +rail +uxp > allTraHzuip

'perhaps (possibly) he, she said'
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a$T+ rail+ zkip+ MH3 > afrrralimipmH3

'perhaps (possibly) we said'

aft'. + raii+ imp+ CH3 > afiTramimpc7.43

'perhaps (possibly) you said'

afrr + rail+ zHp+ nap > afrrraHm4pnap

'perhaps (possibly) they said'
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2. COMPETENCY: To describe Peace Corps' role in
Uzbekistan

SITUATION: Government office

ROLES: Uzbek Government Official & PCV

UQO CH3napnn mitam 6H3Hec myTaxaccncnapx

PVC: TSTrpn. mamnaHaTnmga MeH xam 6H3Hec 6xnan
myrynnanap 31111M. 736eIGICTOHHHHr BEJIORTJlapHTha HxYHx
Hopxonanapra Tana6 xarrannrmin 6nnrali 3ZHH.

UGO. XalingaTaH xam, CoBeT naBpnna MapHa3ra stiagaT naxra icepax
3nx. MapHa3 minunolinapza HH IHH HopxoHanap gypxnum
51inamac

VOCABULARY:

CH3JlapHil you (plural, accusative)

mmix 6H3Hec small business

myTaxaccrac specialist

TSTrpn right, true

nefunuRnTH they say, they are saying

mamnaxanimna in my country

6n3Hec 614nan in business

atyrynnanap 3AIIM I used to be engaged in (habitual past)

minoliTnaymna in its provinces

Hopxonanapra for enterprises (dative)
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Tana6 demand

HaT Taintrxxx that it is great

6Hstrax nu{ we know, we had known (perfect past)

NalimiaTax truly, actually, really

NalimiaTax 'Nam indeed

Bp period

CoBeT zaBpliza in the Soviet period

Mapica3ra the Center (dative)

cl)aliaT only

xepaH 3AH needed

gHtunolinapza in rural areas

gypHanix building (accusative)

Ice,{ never, no

Sr inamac 3A1,1 it used to not think about

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATIONS

The habitual past tense expresses an action habitually it
rerletitively committed in the past and may be translated as 'used
to':

Mel!: 6H3Hec 6xnax myrynnaHap 31111M.

'I used to be engaged in business.'

This tense is formed by adding the suffix -ap (after consonants) or
-p (after vowels) to the stem of the verb before the irregular verb
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form 3nH. The predicative suffixes M, -Hr; -.mom, -nap are
added to the irregular fnrm 91_m:

myryznaa+ap > myrynnaHap 32nim

used to be engaged in'

myrysinali+ap 311H+ Hr > myrynnaHap 3ZHHI"

'you used to be engaged in'

myrynnaH4-ap nix > ulyrynnaHap 31IH

'he, she used to be engaged in'

myrynnali+ap 3zai.4-1{ > myryznaHap ntHH

'we used to be engaged in'

myrynnaH+ap 3ZH+HrH3 > myrynnaHap 3zrenn-H3

'you used to be engaged in'

myryznali+ap 3,11H+nap > myrynnaHap 3,E(ranap

'they used to be engaged in'

The negative of this tense is formed by adding the suffix -mac to the
stem of the verb, followed by 3ZH:

myrynnam+mac azH+Ni > myrynnaHmac 3ZHM

'I did not engage in'

myrynnalp-mac 3z1114-Hr > myrynnaHmac 3zmir

'you did not engage in'

myrynnaH+ mac 3ZH > myrynnaHmac 3ZH

'he, she did not engage in'
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myrystnaH+ mac > myrystnaHmac 311131{

'we did not engage in'

utyrynnali+mac 3mi+HrH3 > myrynnaHmac 31kmirin

'you did not engage in'

myrynnaH+mac axi+stap > myryrtnaHmac 3Axnap

'they did not engage in'

The word MapHa3 'Center' is used to refer to the central government
of the former USSR.
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3. COMPETENCY: To describe work and education
backnrounl

SITUATION: Provincial office

ROLES: Local Otficiai at PCV

LO: Omiff mainymoTHH gaepta ostraHcm?

PCV: 11}12:1 Halia sunuaepcprreTHHH TyraTraHMaH.

LO: CH3HHHr coNaHrx3 HHMa?

PCV: liwriicozommax. YHHBepCHTeTHH TyraTH6, al:man Harra
Homnamuuta HI(THCOZIIH 6731H6 mumaraiumm. Cpir mumic
HopxoHami 6ouncapaeTraH axnvi.

LO: Ilarra, =ma, meaa-ca63aBoTnapix gariTa munatu yvH 736ex
zex:KoHnapx Hiram HopxoHanapra mywromi.

VOCABULARY:

oninl higher

mainymoT education, information

onralicH3 you got, you received

lihutraaHa yHremepcirreTH Indiana University

TyraTraHmax I graduated, I have graduated

coNaHrH3 your field

HI{THCO,IVIH economist

lummox{ }max I am an economist
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TyraTH6 after graduating from, having graduated
from (past npnind)

am:tan first

m;)tvirtaliHstga in a company

cp-Hr then, after

6ouncapaeTraH 31ITAM I was managing (continuous past)

munna silk, silkworm cocoon

tiafiTa murrain processing

,rtemoH farmer

736eH xtemoHnapH Uzbek farmers

myKrolH required

GRAMMAR EXPLANATIONS

The verb HtunaraH,uHm is an abbreviated form of the perfect past tense
and consists of the suffix ran and the irregular verb 3,1111. This short
form of the perfect past lacks the first vowel of the irregular verb, and
as a result the main verb and the irregular verb are pronounced and
written as a single verb:

HmnaraH ntHlyi > munaraHAHm

HuinaraH 3,amir > Huinaramaimr

HumaraH 3AH > HinstaraHzut

'I had worked'

'you had worked'

'he, she had worked'

HatnaraH 3,7111H > HutnaraHAHH 'we had worked'

HumaraH azimirHa > HmstaraHAHHrH3 'you had worked'

HautaraH 3zainap > HtunaraHAHnap 'they had worked'
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The continuous past tense is formed by means of the suffix
-eTraH (after vowels) or -adTraH (after consonants) along with the
irregular verb 3,414. The predicative suffixes NI: -Hr:
-nap arc- aided to the illeguiar firm will. The continuous past tense
expresses an action occurring continuously in the past:

6ouniap+aeTraH 3zui-4-1.4 > 6ouniapaeTraH

'I was managing'

6ouniap+aeTraH azil+Hr > 6ouniapaeTraH nimir

'you were managing'

6ouniap+adTraH a.rix > 6ouniapaeTraH azai

'he, she was managing'

6ouncap+aeTraH azH+H > 6ouniapaeTraH num

'we were managing'

6ouniap+ aeTraH 3zul+ }Inn > 6ouncapadiTax 311raHrH3

'you were managing'

6ouniap+aeTraH ami+nap > 6ouniapaeTraH 3,71znap

'they were managing'

PROVERB

nM onmu HrHa 6H.naH gyzyli ga3Hui.

'Acquiring knowledge is like digging a well with a needle.'
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APPENDIX 1: THE COMPETENCIES IN ENGLISH

Topic 1: Personal Identification

Competency 1: To express greetings and be greeted

PCV: How do you do!

T: How do you do! Welcome! Please, come in!

PCV: Thank you!

Competency 2: To identify and introduce self

PCV: My name is Donald. My family name is Smith. I am from
California.

T: Welcome! Please, come. My name is Erkin. My family name is
Karimov. I am a teacher.

PCV: I am learning Uzbek. I plan to work in Uzbekistan.

Competency 3: To ask and respond about well-being

T: How are you? How are things?

PCV: Thank you! Everything is just fine. How are things with you?

T: Everything is fine with me, too.

Competency 4: To say goodbye

PCV: Excuse me, I have to go.

T: Goodbye! Go in peace.

PCV: O.K., goodbye! Stay in peace.
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Topic 2: Classroom Orientation

Competency 1: To respond to instructions

1: Listen and write the sentence.

PCV: Please read it slowly.

T: All right. Do you understand me?

Competency 2: To ask for explanations

PCV: I don't understand this sentence.

T: Which sentence?

PCV: What does "Cor 6p-mir!" mean?

T: This is a good wish. You can say it to your friends.

Competency 3: To respond to warm-up questions

T: Mike, where were you on Sunday?

PCV: I was at home on Sunday.

T: What did you do at home?

PCV: I read a book, watched television, and wrote a letter to my
friend.
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Topic 3: Conversations witn Hosts

Competency 1: To ask and answer personal information
questions

HFM: How long will you stay in Uzbekistan?

PCV: I will stay here for two years.

HFM: How old are you?

PCV: I am thirty-six years old.

HFM: Are you married?

PCV: No, I'm not married.

Competency 2: To describe own family

HFM: Please tell me about your family.

PCV: I have a father and a mother. My father is a chemist. My
mother is a teacher.

HFiv,: Where do they work?

PCV: My mother works at a secondary school. My father works in a
drugstore.

Competency 3: To ask about host family

PCV: Is your family large?

HFM: I have two daughters and one son. My daughters are students.

PCV: Does your son work or go to school?

HFM: My son graduated from the university last year.
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Competency 4: To express gratitude

HFM: Have some more pilau.

PCV: Thanks, I'm full.

HFM: Please, try the melon.

PCV: It seems very sweet. Now, with your permission. Thanks a lot
for your hospitality.

HFM: Don't mention it.
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Topic 4: Food

Competency 1: To identify types of food

PC.;v: What dish is this?

C: This is a meat pie. And that one is a squash pie. It contains
squash, onion, and tail fat.

PCV: Is the squash pie hot?

C: No, taste it. You'll like it.

PCV: It really is tasty!

Competency 2: To express food and drink preferences

PCV: What dishes are you offering today?

W: Of Uzbek dishes we are offering soup, noodles, dumplings, and
kebab.

PCV: Are the dumplings cold?

W: They're hot. Will you drink tea or mineral water?

PCV: Give me black tea without sugar.

Competency 3: To order food at a restaurant

PCV: Give me some kebabs, please.

W: I'm sorry. Today we have no Iamb. We have fish and beef.

PCV: Then, give me some fried fish. What vegetables do you have?

W: We have cucumbers. What would you like to drink?

PCV: Bring me some fruit juice.
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Competency 4: To pay with local currency

PCV: How much does the meat cost?

S: It costs 45 som a kilogram.

PCV: I don't have enough som. I have dollars.

S: You can exchange your dollars at the Central Bank.

PCV: Is the Central Bank open today?

S: The bank is open every day from 9 o'clock to 5 o'clock.
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Topic 5: Directions

Competency 1: To ask for and give addresses and
locations of buildings

PCV: Excuse me. May I ask you something? Where is the United
States Embassy located?

P1: I'm sorry, I don't know.

P2: I know. Go to Chilonzor Street. The embassy is on that street.

PCV: Is Chilonzor Street far from here? How cao I get there?

P2: Take the bus. Get off after two stops. The embassy building
will be on the right side of the street.

Competency 2: To ask for and givo directions

PCV: My friend, can you tell me where the Central Telegraph
Office is located?

P: It is on Nrvoi Street. If you walk along this street 100
meters, the Institute of Manuscripts will appear.

PCV: Is the Central Telegraph Office next to that Institute?

P: No. if you cross to the other side of the Institute, you will
come to the Central Telegraph Office.

PCV: Thank you very much.

1169
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Topic 6: Transportation

Competency 1: To locate means of transportaVion

PC.',V: I want to go to Samarkanu.

A: Will you go by bus or by train?

PCV: I want to go by bus. What number bus goes to that city?

A: Several buses go. Take bus number 100.

Competency 2: To ask for destination of bus

PCV: Where does this bus go?

TS: It goes to Namangan.

PCV: Is this an express bus?

TS: No. That bus left ten minutes ago.

PCV: When does the next bus leave?

TS: It leaves at 11 o'clock.

Competency 3: To purchase a bus ticket

PCV: How much does a ticket to Andijan city cost?

TS: Do you need a one-way ticket or a round-trip ticket?

PCV: A round-trip ticket.

TS: It costs 105 rubles.

PCV: Give me one ticket.

TS: Here you are. The bus will leave for Andijan at 12 o'clock.
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Topic 7: Social Situations

Competency 1: To discuss the weather

PCV: The weather is cloudy. It looks like rain. Are there many rainy
days in Uzbekistan?

C: Mostly it rains in spring and autumn. There are no rainy days
in summer.

PCV: What will winter be like?

C: God knows what it will be like. Sometimes it snows a lot,
sometimes a little.

Competency 2: To invite and respond to invitaticns

C: I didn't see you yesterday. Where were you?

PCV: I was busy yesterday.

C: We want to invite you to the theater Sunday. Can you go?

PCV: With pleasure! I'm free that day. I'll wait for you in front of
the Cholpon Theater.

C: Wonderful! The play starts at seven P.M.

Competency 3: To give and respond to compliments

C: You speak Uzbek very well.

PCV: Thanks! But you praise me too much. I like the Uzbek language.

C: Uzbek is not like English. It's not easy to learn.

PCV: I'm grateful to you. If you did not help, l might not be able to
learn Uzbek very well.
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Competency 4: To offer and accept food and drink

C: Make yourself at home. What shall I bring you to drink?

PCV: Why don't I try some green tea?

C: Fine. What kind of food would you like?

PCV: None. I ate lunch an hour ago. I'm full. I'll have dinner later.

Competency 5: To describe one's emotional state

HFM: What's v:rong with you? Do you have a headache?

PCV: Nothing's wrong with me. I feel fine. But I don't want to go to
the restaurant.

HFM: Why not?

PCV: I'm tired. I want to rest a bit.

HFM: As you wish. Have a good rest.

Topic 8: Communications

Competency 1: To mail a letter or parcel

PCV: I want to send this parcel airmail.

PC: Where are you sending it?

PCV: To my friend in America.

PC: What's inside it?

PCV: There are two atlas dresses, one robe, several caps, and a
letter inside.

PC: You can't send letters in a parcel. Send the letter separately.
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Competency 2: To get one's party on the line.

R: Yes? I hear you.

PCV: Hello. Is this 74-13-61?

R Yes, this is 74-13-61.

PCV: My name is Tom Carlson. I want to speak with Otabek.

R Otabek is not home right now. He will probably be home in an
hour.

PCV: Good. I will phone him at 6:30 P.M.

Competency 3: To leave a phone message

PCV: Hello. I would like to speak with Professor Nodira.

R Professor Nodira is in Andijan right now. She'll return to
Tashkent tomorrow.

PCV: Would you tell her that there is a meeting with students on 22
May?

R Is 22 May a Friday?

PCV: That's correct. The meeting will start at 10 o'clock in the
morning on Friday and end at 12 o'clock.
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Competency 4: To order and make an international phone
call

PCV: Hello. Is this the operator?

Q Yes, the operator hears you.

PCV: My telephone number is 62-42-64. I want to speak with
America.

Q The lines are busy right now.

PCV: Please place my call. The telephone number is 812-855-2233.

I'll place your call. You will have to wait an hour.
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Topic 9: Medical

Competency 1: To respond to questions about illness

PCV: My head acl-K,>3. i have a tever. i reel bad. 1 couldn't go to work
today.

D: Did you take your temperature?

PCV: Yes, I took it. My temperature is 38.6 degrees (centigrade).

D Take a deep breath. Open your mouth. Your throat seems to be
enflamed. It looks like you have a cold.

Competency 2: To ask about health hazards

PCV: Doctor, I ate some melon. My stomach aches.

D: Did you drink cold water on top of the melon?

PCV: Yes, I did. Is that bad?

D: Eating fruit and drinking cold water is harmful to your health.

Competency 3: To report an emergency

PCV: Could you call a doctor quickly?

HFM: What's wrong? Why are you in such a hurry?

PCV: My friend suddenly got sick. He feels pain in his heart. His
condition is serious.

HFM: In that case we must phone Doctor Shabat.
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Topic 10: Shopping

Competency 1: To ask for items, prices and quantities

PC;v: What kind ur pomegranates are these, father?

S: These are sour pomegrantes from Kuva. What kind of fruit do
you need?

PCV: I need the sweetest fruit. How much are the grapes? What
about the pears?

S: The grapes are ten som per kilo. The pears are the same price.
If you buy a lot, I'll sell at a lower price.

Competency 2: To bargain for items

PCV: Aunt, will you sell me two caps for 100 som?

S: No, it's impossible for 100 rubles. You may pay me 120 som.
These caps were sewn by hand.

PCV: Fine. Would you agree if I paid 110 som?

S: All right, my child. After all, you are a guest. I agree. Good
luck to you!
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Competency 3: To shop at a state store

PCV: In which department are shirts sold?

S: I can help you. What do you need?

PCV: I would like to see this shirt. Does this shirt come in white?

S: Yes, it does. This one is made of cotton.

PCV: It doesn't fit me. Its sleeves seem to be too short. Are there
bigger sizes?

S: Do you like blue?

PCV: Why don't I try it? 1 like this color. It fits me too. P11 take
this one. Wrap it up for me.
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Topic 11: Personal Identification II

Competency 1: To identify self and describe Peace Corps
assignment

Loa How do you do! I am Sarvigul Dadajon qizi. Are you an
American?

PCV: Yes, you guessed it. I am a member of the U.S. Peace Corps. My
name is Barbara Werner.

ucia Many people have come from America, evidently. Is that right?

PCV: Twenty-five Peace Corps volunteers have arrived in
Uzbekistan. We want to help Uzbek business people in
organizing small enterprises.

Competency 2: To describe Peace Corps' role in
Uzbekistan

U3Cr. They say you are small business specialists.

PCV: That's right. I also used to be engaged in business in my own
country. We know that the need for small enterprises is great
in Uzbekistan's provinces.

UM Indeed! The Center needed only cotton in the Soviet period.
The Center never used to think about building small
enterprises in rural areas.
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Competency 3: To describe work and education
background

LO: Where did you get your higher education?

PCV: i graduated from Indiana Universiiy.

LO: What is your field?

PCV: I am an economist. After graduating from the university, first
I worked as an economist in a large company. Then I was
managing a small enterprise.

LO: Uzbek farmers require small enterprises for processing cotton,
silk, and fruits and vegetables.
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APPENDIX 2: DAYS OF THE WEEK, MONTHS AND SEASONS

The Uzbek names for the days of the week are:

gymaH6a Monday

CemaH6a Tuesday

Hoptuax6a Wednesday

Ilakataii6a Thursday

1Kyma Friday

IllaH6a Saturday

fixataH6a Sunday

In the early part of this century the Russians introduced into Uzbekthe following month names:

firmapb January

(Deapani> February

MapT March

AnpenB April

Mak May

Mom:. June

Mom. July

ABrycT August

CeHTH6pb September

OHTF16pE. October

1621S0
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HoR6pB November

Lleya6pb December

Since 1991, when Uzbekistan became independent, many newspapers
and magazines have Legun to reintroduce the older Uzbek names for
the months:

AanB January

NyT February

)aMan March

CaBp April

H-CaBao May

CapaTox June

Acaz July

CyM6yna August

Me3OH September

Aiipa6 October

Kasc November

Hf.azui December

The names for the seasons are:

KS,Furam/Ba),cop Spring

E3 Summer

Ky3 Autumn

KHILI Winter
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APPENDIX 3: NUMERALS AND FRACTIONS

The Uzbek cardinal numbers are:

6kip one

HHHH two

three

T9pT four

Gem five

OJITH S i x

eTTH seven

CaHHH3 eight

T5rligH3 nine

fix ten

AHnipma twenty

r'11"1,13 thirty

forty

3JIJIHH fifty

OJITMHUI sixty

eTMHLII seventy

caxcox eighty

Tpkicox ninety

103 hundred
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minir thousand

MINIJIHOH million

minnilapz billion

In compound numerals the lower orders of numerals follow the
higher. Each numeral is written separately:

Sr.H 6Hp eleven

5H MUM twelve

5'11 37.1 thirteen

TPpT fourteen

STH 6eur fifteen

S%rH OJITH sixteen

5'H eTTH seventeen

caxxx3 eighteen

TS)-KKI,13 nineteen

filimipma 6Hp twenty-one

YrTTH3 IIKHH thirty-two

}Mpg rf forty-three

T7pT fifty-four

onTminu 6eux sixty-five

enaim WITH seventy-six

CaKCOH eTTII eighty-seven

T57KCOH Ca KH143 ninety-eight
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6Hp 103 TP1{1{H3 one hundred-nineteen

HHHH 103 caHcoii caTimi3 two hundred-eighty-
eight

TPHHH3 P3 TPKCOH HHHH nine hundred-ninety-
two

6Hp mmir Tpli1{H3 103 TpliCOH HHHH nineteen-ninety-two
(1992)

The Uzbek ordinal numbers are formed by adding the suffix
-}pni (after vowels) or -HIVIH (after consonants) to cardinal
numbers:

6Hpinval first

HHHHIPiH second

rannii third

TppTHIPill fourth

6e111H1Viii fifth

osrmuni sixth

eTalunra seventh

eightth

TP1iKH3HHILH ninth

plunrui tenth

fikirrapmawni twentieth

PTTH3HHIK thirtieth

fortieth
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fiftieth

OJITMEUIHHHH sixtieth

seventieth

camcomurix eightieth

ninetieth

hundredth

MHHrHIPill thousandth

In Uzbek the denominator of a fraction always takes the ablativesuffix while the numerator does not take any suffix:

mum :Eau 6Hp

6eLIIItaH T5'1DT

57HoIlaH T571{1{113

'one-half'

'three-fourths'

'four-fifths'

'nine-tenths'

The decimals are expressed by the word 6y1TH 'whole' followed bythe denominator and the numerator:

SITTI33 CaHHI-13 617Tyx pliztaH OJITH 'thirty-eight and six-
tenths'

air) 6yiTH Sr}max .*1c1iii3 'one and nine-tenths'

maul 6Try H pluiax 6eux 'two and five-tenths'
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In spoken Uzbek the word 6yTyx frequently is omitted or is replaced
by -y or Ba. both meaning 'end':

9'TTI13 calipm-y OJITH 'thi:ty-eight
tenths'

and six-

YTTI13 CaHHH3 Ba ylizaH ormi 'thirty-eight
tenths'

and six-

9'TTH3 Cam-H3 SslizaH OJITH 'thirty-eight
tenths'

and six-
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APPENDIX 4: FORMS OF ADDRESS

Uzbek has a variety of ways to address people, depending on their
relationship, gender, or status.

TUrcTxml 'My friend!'

7pTox! 'Comrade!'

Kac6aolu! 'Colleague!'

Xoximinap Ba waxo6nap! 'Ladies and gentlemen!'

KaRpnx nSrcrHm! 'My dear friend!'

Kazpnx z5,c.rnapHm! 'My dear friends!'

OTa! 'Father!'

OTa}HOH ! 'Dear father!'

Ofm! 'Mother!'

OilxHiox! 'Dear mother!'

Axa! '(Big) brother!'

Yxa '(Little) brother!'

Ona! `(Big) sister!'

CHHI'HJI '(Little) sister!'

Amaxx! 'Uncle!' (father's brother)

Xona! 'Aunt!' (mother's sister)

Zomna! 'Professor!'
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APPENDIX 5: KINSHIP TERMS

Uzbek has the following terms expressing relationship based on
blood:

6yBa grandfather

6yBa grandmother

oTa-oHa parents

oTa father

oxa mother

amalin paternal uncle

Tora maternal uncle

aroma paternal aunt

xona maternal aunt

axa-yHa brothers

aHa older brother

yxa younger brother

sister

ona older sister

CIIHr1131 younger sister

}1{}1111-1 nephew

1{143 }i HRH niece

cl)ap3aHR child

pTlin son
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HH3 daughter

Hesapa grand child

yrhli He Bap-a grandson

H133 HeBapa granddaughter

For relations based on marriage, Uzbek has the following terms:

yrail cTa stepfather

Srra oHa stepmother

icafmaTa father-in-law

gaSmaxa mother-in-law

3p husband

XOTHH wife

HeJIHH daughter-in-law

HyeB son-in-law

xemmoilx sister-in-law

novia brother-in-law
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GLOSSARY OF WORDS IN DIALOGS

aBBan first

bus

aBTo6ycra 7THpmoH to take the bus

a}Hoffil6 wonderful

afiTH6 Hplimog to request to say

afiTmoH to tell, to say

aHa older brother

anno hello? (used only on the
telephone)

anmaurrapmog

anoKHza separately

AMepHHa America

AMepHHanHH American

aHa that (there)

aHa y that one (there)

aHop pomegranate

ap3HmacmH don't mention it

ap3OH cheap

acocaH mostly, basically

accanomy anafiHym! how do you do? (greeting)

aTnac atlas (brightly colored silk cloth)

to exchange

1 7 3
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aNitanc bitter, hot, gricv

al30 member

arson condition

6amit busy, occupied

6anim fish

6alut bank

6apaHa abundance

6apaHa Tommr ! good luck to you!

6a:B3aH sometimes

6axo cost, price

6axop spring

6exaT stop (for bus, tram, trolly)

6epmoli to give, to sell, to pay; (aux.) to do
something for someone

6em five

6H3 we

Unta on/by us, we have

6H3Hec business

614mm with, by, by means of
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61ineT ticket

6Hp Tomo Hra 6H.ReT one-way ticket

HHHH Tomo }Ira diLifeT round -trip ticket

6H.nmog to know

6HHO building

6Hp cne, a

6Hp HeHa several

6xpo3 a little, some

6HTTa one (item)

6ozplir cucumber

6o.nam my child (form of address)

6opa ortmog to be able to go

6opmog to go

6out head

6otunaHmog to start, to be begun

6caugapmoli to manage

6y this

6yryx today

63myT cloud

6yTyx whole, entire

6ylopTma order, (reservation for a) call
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69na6

65,nkim

6ynmog

65,11.1

along

department

to become, to be

free, empty

Baanafixym accanom! how do you do? (response)

Ba and

B11310FIT province

ran talk, word, sentence

ramipmog to talk, to speak, to tell

rannammog to speak, to converse, to talk

meat

rlurrnli with meat

zaBp period, era

Ram rest

.nam onmog to rest, to take a rest

zapalga degree

itemog to say

xce Ngox farmer

40HTO? doctor

zonnap dolAr
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Itoppixolia drugstore

zym6a tail of sheep

Aym6a tail fat (of sheep)

Ayrirm cap (skull-cap worn by Uzbeks)

)15`CT friend

e6 Hypmoli to taste, to try to eat

emoli to eat

eHr sleeve

ep land, place

6y ep here

6y epza here

y ep there

eTMALII TypT seventy-four

eTM01{ to be enough, to reach

eTTH seven

63 summer

63moli to write

elm o r

emoH bad

emr-Hp rain

emnip ermoii to rain
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eHHJIP next t. beside

epzam help, assistance

epzam 6eptvluic to ii6;p

etu year (of age)

egmoli to be liked, to please

er fat, oil

ermirapikumx rainy days

ermog to fall (rain, snow, etc.)

serious

Hiofinammog to be located

}Roil soul

}Ho inim Unaii with pleasure

very, too

acyma Friday

HiSTHamog to leave, to set off, to go

to send

3apap

HHHH

HRIGIHYH

HJITHMOC

harmful

two

second

please
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mu= Tr. intitute

HcHTma fever

HCM name

HccHg hot

HCTaMOli to want

inside, in its inside

to drink

xui work, affair

Hm6H.napmoH businessman

Hmnamoic to work

HumapHHrH3 FIXLIIHMH? how are things?

HumapHHrH3 gaHzall? how are things with you?

HicrHcoxiii economist

fiHrHpma twenty

fiHrHpma Gem twenty-five

AHrHpma HHHH twenty-two

fmn year (of calendar)

fi5rn line, way, road

fiSig there is/are not
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Tra606 kehah (meat rzastAri nn skewers)

Haxrra short

Amyl a little, few

Hacan illness, sickness

Hacan 69 urmoic to get sick

xaTTa large, big; very much

HaTTaJIIIH greatness, bigness

HaTTapoli bigger

xexx after

xexxrx next

xenmoii to come

HepaH necessary, must

HepaH 65,nmoic to be necessary, to have to

HeTmog to go, to leave

evening, P.M.; late

Hwia yesterday

Hemipinir excuse me

Hwilipmog to excuse, let pass

He,fpog later

H1010 kilo, kilogram

minorpam kilogram
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immerap chemist

Hkipmog to enter

HHT06 book

MUM{ small

HHUIH person

HOMIlaHlIFI company

Hopnyc corps

Hopxolia enterprise

Hy3 autumn

Hy H day

HyTmog to wait

Hpfinax shirt, dress

}<pH green, blue

'Imam assistance, help

Hpmax 6epmoii to help, to assist

HPHrlIJIJIII volunteer

}In much, many, a lot

Hppmog to see; (aux.) to try to do
something

xp,ia. street
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na66aff

narmox

yes?, what OH you say?

noodles (usually cooked with
meat, vegetables and sauce)

ma3a taste

ma3anx tasty, delicious

Malt May

maffral all right; permissable, may

max-ra6 school

mamnaxaT country

mama this (here), here

MaHTH dumplings (steamed, with meat
filling)

Iviapia3 Center (ceitral government)

mapHa3Hfi central

mapxamaT please

ma.bnymoT information, education

ozinl maamymoT higher education

mawramog to praise

meBa fruit

meBa tuap6aTH fruit juice

1 8 2
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meH

meHra to me

MeF is on/by me, I have

meHH me

meHHHr my

meTp meter

MeXtvi0H guest

MeWOH/10p1HJIHH hospitality

mHHepan mineral

mHHHaTztop greatful, thankful

MHHyT minute

MOJI cattle

MOJI rSratTH beef

moc fitting, suitable

MOC Herm° I{ to fit, to be suitable

MyMHHH possible, can, may

myTaxaccHc specialist

myxToHi require, need
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Hapca thino

Hapx price

breath

Haci)ac onmoli to breathe, to take a breath

Hera? why?

He'a? how many?

He liaza? how?

He,iamH? which number?

HHMa? what?

HHma ,rteraHH? what does it mean?

HHmanap? what (things)?

mima yt{yH? why?

HOH pear

HopzoH sour, bittersweet

OBHaT dish, food, meal

omiaTnaHmoli to dine, to eat

03 few, little

o3rHHa a bit, a little

oma family

onzHza in front of

onnHH ago, before
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onTa6 Henmox. to bring

()miff higher

to take; to buy, (aux) to be able to

OJITH S

OJITMHUI sixty

OJITMHIII 6Hp sixty-one

OJITMHIII HHHH sixty-two

OJITMHIII TrpT sixty-four

()Ha mother

onepaTop operator

ocoli easy

oTa father

(rani open

oNmog to open

oK white

orin mouth

to ache

orpmi pain, ache
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Tla310B pi!av (rirtg, steamer+ with moat,
carrots, onions, and spices)

narra cotton

nHe3 onions

minim silkworm cocoon

noeni train

nocHmia parcel

npo4)eccop professor

pair color

pagam (telephone) number

paxmaT thank you

pecTopaH restaurant

po3H satisfied, pleased

pyxcaT permission

pyxcaT 6epmog to permit

ca63aBoT vegetable

caHHH3 eight

caHHH3 103 3JIJIIIH 6eui eight hundred-fifty-five

caHHH3 103 5'H 1,11(1411 eight hundred- twelve

ce3mog to feel

ceHHH slowly
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cH3 yOu

cH3ra to you

cituka cu /by you, you have

cH3ZaH from you

CH3JlapHH you

CH31-111 you

CH31-111111' your

coaT hour, o' clock

coByg cold

comca somsa (pie filled with meat or
squash)

COTIIJIMOic to be sold

car healthy

cor 67sniiir be healthy

cormini health

coca field

cyB water

c7m som (basic unit of Uzbek money)

cylir then, after

c7pamog to ask
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TaBCHR offer reccmmendation

TaBCHFI IiHJIMOH to offer, to recommend

Taep ready

Taxml4) invitation, offer

Ta Hnra4) giunifog to invite, to offer

Tana6 demand

Taza6a student

TamHHn 3TMOH to organize

TeaTp theater

Te3 quick, fast

Tempap express

Tenewnop television

Tenerpaci) telegraph

Te.neepoH telephone

Tenecl)ox iquimog to phone, to call

TemnepaTypa temperature

THHHJIMOli to be sewn

THJI language, tongue

THJIaH wish

THHT{JIHH peace

KOpIlyCH Peace Corps
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Glossary

TOMOH way, site, direction

Tomomma on the side of

TOMOH throat

TORMOH to guess

Tyramog to end

TyraTmo to finish, to graduate from

TyMOB a cold

Typmoic to stand, to stay; to cost

Typmoic to cost how much

Tyin noon, afternoon

Tyunix mid-day

Tyunix oBgaT lunch

Tymmo to get off

TymyHmoii to understand

Tpf to be full

airma-T7rpH correct, exactly

Tpg full

Tp nine

true, right
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Glossary

he. she, it. that

ynap they

ynTa to nirn, her, it

Tula then, in that case

yHH him, her, it

yHHHr his, her, its

y3p forgive me, I'm sorry

y3og far

Y37m grapes

yak home

yinisepckiTeT university

69.nca if it is so, in that case

yc.rHztaii on top of, upon

ripe TM01{ to meet, to see

y.,[panlyB meeting

for

Tnirl airplane

ymiri 61inaH airmail

ctiamHnim family name, last name

,tagaT but, only
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Glossary

xallp goodbye

xaT letter

XH3MaT service

xona aunt (form of address)

xoxnamog to want

xyzo God

xyui well, good

xyai HeJIH6CH3 welcome (greeting)

fine, all right, O.K.

to be tired

Iagapa onmog to be able to call for

,faglipmog to call for

YOB

HOHOH

NYVP

tea

robe (knee-length robe worn by
Uzbeks)

deep

tuagap sugar

magapcin without sugar

map6aT juice

tuapT requirement, must

maxap city, town
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Glossary

LIIHIDHH sweet

3Hr 11111pHH sweetest

LLIOIIIHJIMOH to be in a hurry, to hurry

uiy that, this

awHzafl like this, like that, so

rayryznaHmoii to be engaged in

1119pHa soup (with potatoes and meat)

3,T:(11 was, were (irregular verb)

3HaH it seems (irregular verb)

3IPIHX0Ha embassy

3mac is/are not (irregular verb)

3MOH to be (irregular verb)

3Hr most

3HAH now

3pTara tomorrow

3pTana6 in the morning

3111HTMOH to listen, to hear
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Glossary

1o6opmo}{ to ccnc, trN (P. Ix.) to
unexpectedly do something

103 hundred

6Hp 103 one hundred

6xp 103 AHrlipma one hundred-twenty

6Hp 103 5"H one hundred-ten

103111.11111 hundredth

"opal{ heart

lopmog to walk, go

innuaH6a Sunday

cum more

Rpm half

FIXIIIH good

f1XLIIH 6opiiHr go in peace

FIX11.1H ilpmog to like

FIXIIIHMHCH3? how are you?

RXLIIx Ii0J111Hr stay in peace
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Glossary

P self, own

5314M myself

1.31.31.1rH3 yourself

p6ex Uzbek

736eHPICTOH Uzbekistan

j%rni play, game

SrAzamoli to think

5.Inamoic to measure

5TH ten

YH 111411 twelve

5TH y"x thirteen

Sr Hr right (side)

ypa6 6epmoii to wrap up for someone

5pamoti to wrap up

SrpraHmoli to learn, to study

ploTa secondary, middle

rrraH past, last

51THPM01{ to Sit

rTM01-{ to pass, to cross

5TrTI33 thirty

rrT113 ri thirty-three

57TTH3 CaHH1,13 thirty-eight
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5rxruamoli

7ma

ygx.gog

7gHTylriii

to he litcp, to be cimilar

that, that one

to reaa

teacher

son

to

Glossary

ga6yn acceptence

ga6yn FcHEM01{ to accept, to place, to reserve

gaepra? where?

gaepaa? where?

gaficH? what?, which?

gafiTa Hatnamog to process, to refine

gafrrapmog to return (something)

gafrrH6 Henmog to come back

gafcrmog to return, to go back

gaHnaft? what?, what kind of?; how?

gaina? how much?, how long?

gap= opposite, other (side)

gaTHamog to go (back and forth)

gwioH? when?

Ii113 daughter, girl

gmapmog to become red, to be enflamed
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Glossary

gmpg HHHH

KIM!

gHtustog

goBog

goBognx

goByg

goBypHstrag

goBypluimog

gonmog

g0p

gop ermog

Iikn

gkft rkatTH

to hP made, to t)o done

to do

forty

forty-two

winter

village, rural area

squash

with squash

melon

fried

to be fried

to stay; (aux.) to suddenly do
something; (aux.) to request to do
something

snow

to snow

black

stomach

to build

sheep

lamb

hand, arm
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Glossary

iikne3ma manuscript
4

1c5riuma IIITaTnap United States

>ca.
.. yes

Nano weather, air

Nam° par blue

Nam also

Nam my the same

Nap every

Nap ICYHII every day

NaKszta about

Nagm-caT truth

NalimiaTax truly, actually, really

NalcmgaTax Nam indeed

Nef never, no, none

Ne,{ Hapca nothing

Nwi icanzail nothing

cHc feeling

Mc minmog to feel

No3Hp now, right now
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